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Preface 
This report summarizes the main findings of ENSMOV at the European Member State level in relation 

to the implementation of new MRV systems and measures to implement Article 7 of the EED. Country 

factsheets based on the National Energy and Climate Plans (NECPs) and the ENSMOV Knowledge 

Transfer Platform are presented, providing information on Article 7 measures and the status and 

improvement of MRV. These are complemented by the results of an online survey and interviews to 

gather feedback and assessments from national experts. 
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1 | Executive Summary 
Based on the National Energy and Climate Plans (NECPs), information available on the ENSMOV 

knowledge transfer platform (https://article7eed.eu) and contributions from national experts as well 

as ENSMOV partners, concise but detailed country factsheets have been prepared. These factsheets 

describe how the EU Member States (MS) plan to reach the EED Article 7 targets until 2030. Figure 1 

below shows the choices of MS regarding EEOS and alternative measures. 

 

Figure 1: Choices of the Member States to answer Article 7 for the obligation period 2021-2030 (source: ENSMOV) 

The alternative measures implemented by the MS are quite diverse and reflect the different national 

circumstances. The same applies to the implementation of EEOS, with designs, targeted sectors and 

obligated parties varying from country to country. The country factsheets also provide an overview of 

https://article7eed.eu/
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how Member States intend to tackle energy poverty. While a number of countries plan to implement 

or have already implemented specific measures to tackle energy poverty, others have not specified 

concrete measures under the NECP. 

All Member States have established structures for MRV of EED Article 7 energy savings. MRV systems 

are at different stages of development, with the goal for most being to be fully IT-based. 

An online survey was launched in the second half of 2022 to complement the document analysis and 

to gather feedback and assessments from national experts with specific expertise in Article 7 policy 

implementation and MRV schemes. In addition, personal expert interviews were conducted in some 

selected countries.  

In terms of policy implementation, the experts indicated that the greatest successes and positive 

developments in recent years in their countries have been the implementation (or improvement) of an 

energy efficiency policy measure and the involvement of more stakeholders or more intensive 

stakeholder involvement. 

Good practice policies and measures were located by the experts in the categories of policy design, 

policy implementation, energy efficiency obligation schemes, buildings sector and industry sector. 

In addition to good practices, several challenges in designing and implementing Article 7 policies were 

also identified by the national experts: They range from deciding whether to introduce EEOS and/or 

alternative measures, how to enforce the policies, how to reach the higher new targets of the EED in 

the future, how to finance the measures, how to enable all stakeholders to make the right decisions, 

and how to design the policies in detail. 

The national experts were asked in the survey how big the challenge for achieving a proportion of 

energy savings among energy poor households is in their country. For the majority of experts, this 

target would not be easy to achieve. However, the answers are personal assessments that also vary 

among experts from the same countries. Therefore, no clear tendencies can be identified for the 

different countries.  

The survey has asked for key lessons learned on national level regarding Art. 7 policies (re-)design and 

implementation. The responses of the national experts can be categorised as enforcement of Art. 7 

policies, policy administration, incentives for energy efficiency projects, eligible energy efficiency 

actions, financing of projects and EEOS vs. alternative measures. The responses to the survey suggest 

that successful Article 7 measures have the following characteristics. They  

• are well-designed, 
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• provide appropriate incentives, 

• are based on solid funding, 

• have a low administrative burden, 

• reflect a strong political will, 

• are accompanied by effective support schemes, and 

• support energy poverty alleviation. 

The online survey also asked the national experts about their experiences with MRV. The first question 

referred to the greatest successes and positive developments in recent years with regard to MRV 

schemes in their countries. Three different answers could be chosen, multiple answers were possible. 

The development and application of effective IT tools or platforms for MRV accounted for the most 

votes, followed by addressing requirements of Art. 7 related to additionality, materiality and eligibility. 

Most good practices for improving MRV schemes involve information technology (IT) for the collection, 

monitoring, reporting and evaluation of energy savings of individual projects and of overall results of 

policies. 

According to the national experts there are several challenges related to MRV, including the question 

of additionality of energy savings, introducing IT tools, updating the MRV system to comply with the 

new requirements of the EED, generating know-how on MRV among all stakeholders, running the MRV 

system smoothly and reducing the complexity. 

The key lessons learned related to the improvement of MRV schemes are quite diverse. They can be 

broadly categorised as MRV in general and preparation of the MRV scheme, accuracy of energy 

savings, need to keep the system simple, keeping the system updated, linking different databases, and 

compatibility with the EED. 

Finally, based on the survey, it can be concluded, that MRV systems should be 

• simple,  

• accurate,  

• IT-based, and  

• up-to-date. 
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2 | Introduction 

2.1 The ENSMOV project 

The European project ENSMOV ‘Enhancing the Implementation and Monitoring and Verification 

Practices of Energy-Saving Policies under Article 7 of the EED’, which is funded by the Horizon 2020 

programme has the following objectives: 

• To support public authorities, implementing bodies and other key stakeholders to monitor, revise, 

improve and complement the design and implementation of their national energy efficiency 

policies by developing resources on practical and strategic issues arising from the Energy 

Efficiency Directive (EED) energy savings obligation (ESO). 

• To foster the implementation of monitoring, reporting and verification (MRV) of energy saving 

obligation schemes (EEOS) and alternative measures (AM) in the context of Article 7 (now Article 

8) EED. 

• To support the exchange of knowledge and experience between EU Member States in the 

implementation of policies and MRV within the framework of Article 7 (now Article 8) EED. 

The target groups of ENSMOV are primarily national authorities and implementing bodies for Article 

7 EED policies in 14 Member States represented by its consortium (Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, 

France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Lithuania, Netherlands, Poland, Romania and the United 

Kingdom), while all other EU Member States and Accession Countries have been invited to join the 

knowledge exchange programme to improve their energy policies. 

To deliver impacts beyond the duration of the project, ENSMOV has the following strategic objectives:  

• To ensure that energy efficiency policies do not only promise, but also realize a major, long-term 

contribution to the energy, environmental, economic and security goals of the EU and Member 

States under the Energy Union. 

• To sustain an active platform and community for knowledge exchange of good practices in policy 

development and implementation of ESO policies under the EED, strengthening cooperation and 

improving the dialogue between national policymakers and stakeholders across the EU beyond 

the project period. 
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2.2 About Article 7 of the Energy Efficiency Directive 

The Energy Efficiency Directive (EED) entered into force in 2012, setting goals of reducing EU primary 

and final energy consumption by 20% by 2020, compared to baseline projections. In 2018, the Energy 

Efficiency Directive was amended, setting goals of reducing EU primary and final energy consumption 

by at least 32.5% by 2030, compared to the same baseline projections. To support the achievement of 

these goals, Article 7 EED requires Member States to achieve yearly energy savings through an energy 

efficiency obligation scheme (EEOS) or alternative measures (AM). Annex V of the EED set out 

methodological options for the calculation of energy savings; principles to apply to the calculation of 

additionality to European Union law and the materiality of the activities of obligated, participating or 

entrusted parties; a requirement to ensure that quality standards for energy efficiency measures are 

introduced and maintained; and a methodology for the notification of energy efficiency measures to 

the European Commission. 

The Energy Saving Obligation (ESO) is specified in Article 7 of the current EED and in Article 8 of the 

proposed recast of the Directive, published in July 2021. At the time of drafting this report, the 

European Parliament and the Council of the EU had yet to agree on a common text.  

Under the ESO, EU Member States must achieve a certain amount of energy savings among end users. 

These savings have to be the result of national policy measures, i.e. either of an EEOS, or AM or a 

combination of both. The ambition of policy measures has to go beyond EU measures. 

The European Commission’s EED proposal increases the new annual energy savings rate that Member 

States must achieve from 2024 onwards, from 0.8% to 1.5% of average final energy consumption. In 

addition, the EED proposal prevents Member States from fulfilling their Article 8 obligation with policy 

measures “regarding the use of direct combustion of fossil fuel technologies” that are implemented as 

of 2024. It also states that energy savings as a result of “policy measures regarding the use of direct 

fossil fuel combustion in products, equipment, transport systems, vehicles, buildings or works” shall not 

count towards fulfilling the obligation as of 2024. Finally, the European Commission proposes that 

Member States achieve a share of their cumulative energy savings obligation among people affected 

by energy poverty, vulnerable customers and, where applicable, people living in social housing. 
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2.3 Purpose of this report 

The objective of this report is to summarize the main results of ENSMOV on the level of European 

Member States in terms of implementation of new MRV schemes and policies to transpose Article 7 

of the EED. In addition, feedback from national experts on good practices, key lessons learned, burning 

issues and weaknesses of Article 7 policies and MRV schemes on the level of EU Member States is 

presented. 

Based on country factsheets and input from national experts, a synthesis is provided on how MRV 

schemes and Article 7 implementation can be improved on the national level. These findings are a 

basis for the policy recommendations derived in ENSMOV.  

The country factsheets are based on the National Energy and Climate Plans (NECPs) as submitted by 

the Member States to the European Commission (EC) and the respective assessment reports of the 

EC.1 In addition, information from the ENSMOV knowledge transfer platform has been used, in 

particular with respect to the status of MRV schemes for Article 7 and policy measures implemented 

to alleviate energy poverty in the Member States.2 To complement this document analysis, an online 

survey has been launched in 2022 to gather feedback and assessments from national experts with 

specific expertise in EED Article 7 policy implementation and MRV schemes. Finally, personal expert 

interviews were carried out in selected countries. Although the response rate to the online survey 

varied widely between the countries, the findings, such as good practices and opportunities for 

improvement in the participating countries, are very valuable. The explicit target group were policy 

makers, implementing bodies, public authorities and their consultants, i.e. those national experts that 

are responsible for the design, implementation and MRV of Article 7 policies on the national levels. 

The following figure shows the number of responses from the participating countries. 

 

 

 

 

 

1 The reports are available at the following website: https://energy.ec.europa.eu/topics/energy-

strategy/national-energy-and-climate-plans-necps_en 

2 The ENSMOV knowledge transfer platform is available at: https://article7eed.eu/ 
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Figure 2: ENSMOV Online Survey – number of responses 
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3 | Country Factsheets 
 

3.1 Austria 

3.1.1 Article 7 EED policies  

Austria's cumulative savings target pursuant to Article 7 of the Energy Efficiency Directive is 

approximately 11,878 ktoe for the period 2021 to 2030. Austria complies with the requirements of 

Article 7 EED by means of a combination of alternative measures and an Energy Efficiency Obligation 

Scheme (EEOS). The expected energy savings of the measures and their contribution to the 

achievement of the energy efficiency target is not specified in the NECP. The extent to which each of 

these measures will contribute to the target achievement will be determined in the course of the 

national legislative procedure (NECP 2020). 

 

Energy poverty 

The NECP contains a number of measures to address energy poverty (cf. NECP 2020): 

• Introduction of a reminder before electricity or gas is cut off and standardisation and limitation of 

the high ancillary costs in case of late payment for electricity and gas (reminder costs, 

Energy Efficiency Obligation Scheme and Alternative Measures for 2021-2030 (Source: ENSMOV 

Art. 7 platform) 

Energy Efficiency Obligation Scheme  

• Energy efficiency obligation scheme for energy suppliers 

Alternative measures 

• Provincial support for housing construction, energy, and the environment 

• Domestic Environmental Support 

• Energy taxation 

• Motorway tolls for HGVs 

• Austrian Federal Government’s ‘renovation initiative’ 

• klimaaktiv mobilclimate initiative 

• Climate and Energy Fund 
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disconnection costs, etc.). On the basis of this law, the ancillary costs charged by network 

operators can be regulated taking social criteria into account. 

• A contract obligation is intended to ensure that people with poor credit ratings or debts can 

purchase electricity and gas if they pay a monthly instalment of their electricity costs in advance, 

i.e. poor creditworthiness or debts are no reason to refuse the basic supply. The tariff is not more 

expensive than the standard tariff for households. 

• Obligation for large energy suppliers to set up contact and advice centres, which also take care of 

problems related to energy poverty.  

• Relief of low-income households from additional costs for green electricity generation under the 

Green Electricity Act. 

According to an expert, a more concrete definition of energy poverty would be helpful in Austria in 

order to be able to collect data on energy poverty, identify the number of households affected etc. 

 

3.1.2 Status and improvement of MRV  

The Austrian Energy Agency (AEA) was responsible until 2021 for the management of the EEO scheme 

(development of standardised evaluation methods, reporting, and controlling tasks). 

Improvement of policy (re-)design and/or implementation – expert opinions 

Good Practices 

• Re-evaluation of deemed savings based on data reported for the 2014 - 2020 period 

• Subsidy programs for the replacement of fossil boilers 

Key lessons learned 

• More realistic energy savings which also have visible effects on energy statistics 

Most burning issues 

• What instruments to use in EED implementation during times of rising energy prices and how to 
convince affected stakeholders/obligated parties that investments in energy efficiency will also benefit 
them. 

• Continuation of the EEO due to the high energy prices 

Weaknesses in Article 7 policies 

• Political pressure from obligated parties against the implementation of an EEO due to high energy 

prices and uncertain situation. 

• Administrative burden vs. quality monitoring of implemented measures. 
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Between 2015 and 2020 Obligated Parties (OP) reported the energy savings in the provided online 

database throughout the year in which the action was carried out and additionally until mid-February 

of the following year. If the OP over-achieved their obligation in one year they were allowed to transfer 

the respective excess savings to the following years of the obligation period (2015-2020). In the case 

of not achieving the obligation of a given year, they had the possibility to buy new energy efficiency 

actions from the same year on the market or they had to pay the above-mentioned compensation fee 

of 0.2 €/kWh. If an OP did not comply with the regulations of the Austrian energy efficiency act, the 

extent of the administrative penalty could be up to 100,000 €. There was no ex-ante validation of the 

energy efficiency actions. A statistically significant proportion and representative sample of the energy 

efficiency improvement measures were verified ex-post (automatized plausibility checks of all files plus 

detailed review of samples). Selected implemented energy efficiency actions were also verified on-

site.  

Under the Austrian EEOS for the evaluation of energy savings, all four methods mentioned in Annex V 

of the EED 2012/27/EU for calculating the savings for different types of action were used: ‘deemed 

saving’, metered savings’, ‘scaled savings’ and ‘surveyed savings’. 

  

Improvement of MRV scheme – expert opinions 

Good Practices 

• Elaborated IT tool used for MRV, guidance on how obligated parties can verify the implementation of 
an action 

• E-Government-platform for reporting Article 7 energy saving actions 

Key lessons learned 

• Provide a very user-friendly, easy to understand reporting interface; try to prepare solutions for policy 
changes from the beginning, as they will be hard (or costly) to change later. 

• Collection of detailed information to identify inadequate saving actions more quickly 

Most burning issues 

• Adaption of the standardized calculation methodology catalogue. 

Weaknesses in MRV schemes 

• A lot of time and expertise is needed in order to verify that actions were implemented, savings 
calculation was done in accordance with the EED and no double counting occurs 

• High administrative effort to ensure data protection and the collection of true energy efficiency 
measures 
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3.2 Belgium 

3.2.1 Article 7 EED policies  

Belgium’s cumulative energy savings target to be achieved under Article 7 of the Energy Efficiency 

Directive is 185 TWh (15.9 Mtoe) by 2030 or an average of 3.3 TWh (284 Ktoe) of new annual savings. 

The Belgian NECP presents relevant policies and measures beyond 2020 for all sectors to achieve the 

Article 7 target. Energy efficiency policies in Belgium are mostly under the responsibility of the regions. 

The three regions have chosen to report only alternative measures. However, the strategies and 

planned measures differ in the three regions (see Box below).  

For the Flemish Region, the measure with the highest expected cumulative energy savings for the 

period 2021-2030 is voluntary agreements in industry (50.941 TWh out of the Flemish Region’s total 

target contribution of 84.062 TWh), followed by rational energy use/public service obligations on 

Distribution System Operators to provide incentives for energy efficiency actions (7.925 TWh) and tax 

per kilometre for lorries (7.876 TWh). Despite the addition of new policy measures (e.g. optimisation 

of boilers, measures focused on SMEs) compared to the ones reported for 2014-2020, the sum of the 

energy savings expected from these policy measures (84 TWh) do not meet Flanders’ target (123 TWh). 

The cumulative Article 7 target for Wallonia amounts to 53,350 TWh in the period 2021-2030. Wallonia 

has also decided to meet this target via a set of alternative measures targeting the residential, 

transport and industry sectors. Most of the measures reported in 2014-2020 were to be continued. 

The NECP then referred to policy packages such as the update of Wallonia’s long-term renovation 

strategy and the FAST plan for mobility. The policy measures from these packages to be reported to 

Article 7 EED were to be specified later on. 

For the Brussels Capital Region, the additional annual energy savings were estimated at 159 GWh to 

reach the Article 7 target, corresponding to cumulative energy savings of 8,747 GWh from 2021 to 

2030. A wide range of alternative measures is used in the Brussels Capital Region to achieve the energy 

savings target including regulatory measures and financial incentives for the residential, public and 

transport sector as well as businesses (see box below). 
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Alternative measures for 2021-2030 (ENSMOV Article 7 platform) 

Flanders  

• Rational energy use/public service obligations incentive for: roof insulation, glazing, wall, insulation of 
floors and basements, solar water heater, heat pump, boiler with heat pump 

• Voluntary agreements in industry (renewing and extending the existing agreements + reducing the 
threshold in accordance with the energy plan declared at 0.1 PJ/year)      

• Environmental incentive plus mini-voluntary agreements for SMEs 

• Connection of SMEs to district heating systems 

• Optimisation of the settings of existing natural gas and heating oil boilers 

• E-Level < E30 (reduction on property tax) 

• Nudging via information on bills 

• Tax per kilometre for lorries 

Wallonia 

• Implementation of the long-term renovation strategy for Walloon buildings, with all measures being 
eligible for the Article 7 EED, both in the residential sector and in the public and private tertiary sector, 
including the exemplary role of public buildings in achieving energy neutrality well before 2050 

• Easier recourse to energy performance contracts, with the guaranteed result meeting the impact 
demonstrability requirements of the Article 7 EED 

• Implementation of the FAST plan, with all modal shift measures (soft modes, public transport, shared 
vehicles, etc.) being eligible for the Article 7 EED 

• A new generation of sectoral agreements with industry and business 

• Continued financial support for businesses transitioning to sustainable energy, with a particular focus 
on SMEs 

Brussels Capital region 

Measures reported for 2014-2020 (and planned to be continued) 

• Call for projects “Exemplary buildings” (BATEX) – a financial instrument 

• Local Action Plan for Energy Management (PLAGE)      

• Periodic control of boilers/heating systems 

• Energy auditing 

• ‘Maison de l’Energie’ (MEH) provides effective support for households regarding their housing 
(purchase, rental, occupation, construction, renovation) 

• Energy bonuses – regional aid available to any natural person or legal entity for work relating to the 
improvement of energy efficiency or the use of renewable energy sources 

• Passing on of the occupancy cost 

• NRClick is a regional support programme providing technical and financial support to reduce energy 
consumption within the buildings of local and regional public authorities in the Brussels Capital Region.     

• Energy savings in public transport (Société de transports intercommunaux bruxellois – STIB) 

Additional measures for 2021-2030 

• Good Move regional mobility plan 2020-2030 

• Energy Pack – The successful federations have received a subsidy to offer free energy coaching to their 
members, and also to non-members who apply. 

• Improvement of the energy performance of public lighting 
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Energy poverty 

In Belgium, several measures exist to reduce energy poverty. There is also an intention to refine the 

measures and to make them more effective (NECP 2020). Measures at the federal level designed to 

mitigate energy poverty by making energy bills more affordable include 

• Social tariffs for electricity and natural gas 

• Fonds Gaz et Electricité (Gas and Electricity Fund) 

• Fonds social chauffage (Social Heating Fund) 

• Payment by instalment 

• Gas and electricity campaign: osez comparer (dare to compare), 

The installation of digital and smart electricity meters is also promoted. Moreover, to prevent energy 

poverty, renovation of private residences and social housing is supported and priority support is given 

to building renovations of vulnerable consumers. 

There are also further measures to address energy poverty on the regional level, for example: 

• The Flemish public service obligation requires DSO to provide vulnerable customers with special 

bonus grants 

• Wallonia combines three types of energy efficiency schemes (energy premiums, MEBAR and 

PAPE) that have different target groups, according to their situation (e.g. financial capabilities) 

• The energy premiums of Brussels’ region have also grant rates depending on the income level of 

the household, complemented by a 0%-rate loan (green loan) provided by a social credit 

institution. 
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3.2.2 Status and improvement of MRV  

Brussels Capital Region: Bruxelles Environnement is responsible for monitoring and controlling the 

various alternative measures implemented and energy savings achieved. The energy savings are 

calculated based on the methods and principles set out in Annex V of the EED. Additionality and 

materiality have been verified. A climatic correction, as suggested by point 5(i) of Annex V of the EED, 

has not been made given the area covered by the Brussels Capital Region. 

Walloon Region: According to the NECP (2020) it is planned to set up a multidisciplinary committee on 

Article 7 in order to ensure a consistency of measures and compliance with eligibility criteria, identify, 

monitor, report and verify the impacts of the measures, and suggest new measures where applicable. 

Flemish Region: The monitoring and verification of energy savings are done by the Flemish Verification 

Office. About the voluntary agreements, the Verification Office reviews the companies’ energy plans 

and performs on-site inspections. The Verification Office also specifies the deemed savings used to 

assess the energy savings from the public service obligation. 

Improvement of policy (re-)design and/or implementation – expert opinions 

Good Practices 

• The voluntary agreement for industry 

Key lessons learned 

• Most of the policies and measures are not designed in a way that allows them to be accounted for in 
Art 7 EED.  They should thus either be redesign or the focus should be set on new (different) policies. 

• Energy savings are difficult to achieve, so continuous improvements are required. 

Most burning issues 

• Additionality, avoiding double counting, lack of data 

• Achieving stricter targets of EED recast, especially in buildings and industry sectors. 

Weaknesses in Article 7 policies 

• Difficulty in assessing the energy savings achieved due to a lack of data  

• Measures to achieve fossil fuel savings will progressively disappear. Some won't be replaced, other 
replaced with renewable energy measures. However, taking into account renewables in Art 7 EED is 
difficult. 
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Improvement of MRV scheme – expert opinions 

Good Practices 

• We are trying to get energy consumption data from the DSO. In this way, energy consumption could 
be determined more accurately and the administrative burden for other parties could be partially 
reduced. 

Key lessons learned 

• Improved understanding of the challenges of Art 7 EED  

• Databases are key for MRV, but to link them is difficult. 

Most burning issues 

• Database are key but to link them is difficult. 

• Data collection and projection, especially in the field of energy poverty 
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3.3 Bulgaria 

3.3.1 Article 7 EED policies  

Bulgaria's cumulative savings target pursuant to Article 7 of the EED is 4,357.55 ktoe for the period 

2021-2030. Bulgaria will use the possibility given in the EED to gradually increase its annual national 

target (from 0.7 % up to 0.92 %) until the cumulative target of 4,357.55 ktoe is achieved in 2030. In 

order to achieve the target and comply with the requirements of Article 7 of the EED, Bulgaria has 

introduced both an Energy Efficiency Obligation Scheme (EEOS) and alternative measures. The EEOS is 

expected to achieve cumulative energy savings for the period 2021-2030 of 697.21 ktoe. The grant 

assistance for the implementation for energy efficiency and renewable energy measures under 

operational programmes (Operational Programme Environment and Operational Programme 

Innovation and Competitiveness) is expected to achieve cumulative final energy savings of 712.32 ktoe. 

The highest savings are expected from the introduction of a national mechanism for financing energy 

efficiency (NMFEE), which envisages financing through different mechanisms and financial 

instruments, including credit lines and/or guarantees. The NMFEE aims to achieve cumulative energy 

savings of 2,948.02 ktoe in the period 2021-2030 in the industrial, transport and infrastructure, public 

and buildings (residential and non-residential) sectors (NECP 2020).  

According to the experts interviewed, the resources available at the Article 7 Knowledge Transfer 

Platform developed in ENSMOV have proven to be very useful for the design and implementation of 

Article 7 policies in Bulgaria, as it allows the replication of solutions that are considered feasible for 

other Member States. For example, it is vital for Bulgaria that obligated parties (OP) are incentivized 

and supported in an effective way so that they become EE/RE implementation leaders on the market 

and pave the way for other participants looking for ways to join the EE/RE market. The knowledge 

exchange organised within ENSMOV has led Bulgaria to develop a specific financial instrument for the 

OP of the EEOS, allowing them to be more active on the EE/RE market. Moreover, the case study on 

energy poverty as well as the fuel suppliers’ practices were very helpful as both topics are of current 

importance in Bulgaria (hot topics). 

The national workshops organized in ENSMOV were of great help for the Sustainable Energy 

Development Agency (SEDA) – the monitoring body of the Article 7 EED implementation in Bulgaria – 

to address the prevailing policy gaps. They provided a platform to discuss with stakeholders (obligated 

parties, energy auditors, ESCO companies) the challenges related to the achievement of the national 

targets. The national workshops also provided an opportunity for SEDA to explain to stakeholders the 
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specifics of the national Article 7 target, the legislative requirements and the requirements for 

reporting and verification of the achieved energy savings. 

 

Energy poverty 

In Bulgaria, there are no specific requirements to address energy poverty in the current period. 

However, Bulgaria seeks to complement the national target under Article 7 with a requirement to 

prioritize energy efficiency improvement measures for the benefit of vulnerable customers, including 

households affected by energy poverty, and where appropriate in social housing buildings (NECP 

2020).  

Energy Efficiency Obligation Scheme and Alternative Measures (Source: ENSMOV Article 7 platform, 

NECP) 

Energy Efficiency Obligation Scheme  

• 2014-2020: Obligated Parties (OPs) are all companies selling energy to final customers beyond a threshold 
depending on the energy type, and including of all types of energy sold (excluding fuels for transport) (96 
OPs in 2019): 20 GWh/a for electricity and district heating; 1 million m3 natural gas; 6,500 tons of liquid 
fuels (excl. transport fuels); 13,000 tons of solid fuels. The individual targets (for OPs) are set annually, taking 
into account changes in energy sales per OP in the previous year. 

• 2021-2030: Obligated Parties (OPs) are all companies selling energy to final customers beyond a threshold 
depending on the energy type, and including of all types of energy sold (283 OPs in 2020): 20 GWh/a for 
electricity and district heating; 1 million m3 natural gas; 2,000 tons of liquid fuels (incl. transport fuels); 
13,000 tons of solid fuels. The individual targets (for OPs) are set annually, taking into account changes in 
energy sales per OP in the previous year. 

Alternative measures 

• Individual energy savings targets for owners of government and municipal buildings, and industrial sites 
consuming more than 3 GWh/year (2014-2016): complementary obligations in the first period of the EEOS. 

• National Program for the Energy Efficiency of Multi-Family Residential Buildings (2016-2020): the 
programme provides owners’ associations (for co-owned buildings) with financial and organisational 
support. Initial budget for this programme was BGN 2 billion (about €1 billion).  

• Operational Program “Innovation and Competitiveness” – Procedure “Increasing energy efficiency in large 
enterprises” 

• European Economic Area Financial Mechanism 2014-2021 – program area “Renewable energy, energy 
efficiency, energy security” 

• For the period 2021-2030 all financial programs with grant component are alternative measures. 
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Improvement of policy (re-)design and/or implementation – expert opinions 

Good Practices 

• A clear and easy to follow regulation has been introduced in the Energy Efficiency Act. 

• The National Programme for energy efficiency renovations of multifamily buildings, which offers 100 
% grant support for EE renovation of residential buildings, designed before April 26 1999, with three 
or more floors and with six or more separate objects. Measures to be implemented should bring the 
energy consumption of buildings to at least Class C at the lowest cost. 

• Policy design: clear requirements, providing a wide variety of eligible energy saving measures, backed 
up by respective methodologies for energy savings evaluation. 

• Policy implementation: the implementing agency SEDA actively supports the obligated parties via 
information, advice, etc. 

• SEDA has shared its database with energy audits to support EEO parties in reaching their targets. 

• National energy efficiency program in multi-family residential buildings 

Key lessons learned 

• MRV should be optimised as much as possible; the administrative burden for obligated parties and for 
the administration should be minimal. 

• Stronger policy enforcement (detecting violations and taking action when violations occur) is needed 
to achieve the desired effectiveness of Art. 7 policies. 

• PR is essential, as well as the messages from public authorities – they should be strong and coherent. 

• It takes time and effort to convince the stakeholders concerned that change is necessary and for the 
good. In parallel, not only obligations need to be put in place, but also supporting tools, financial 
instruments, etc. to get the scheme up and running. 

• EEO schemes: It is very important that obligated parties are well informed about their targets, the 
legislative requirements, the possibilities for target achievement, deadlines, etc. Constant dialogue 
with them ensures better implementation and creates trust with the responsible authorities. 

• Alternative measures: 100% grant support programmes are not sustainable. They are a good start but 
can’t ensure sustainability of the energy efficiency measures. A self-financing component can 
guarantee higher energy savings at a market-oriented price. 

• Importance of implementing alternative measures 

Most burning issues 

• The implementation of measures to achieve liquid fuel savings. 

• Penalties should start to be imposed, which would require a strong government support. 

• Energy dealers not achieving their individual energy saving targets 

Weaknesses in Article 7 policies 

• Frequent changes in EU legislation – the draft EED text creates significant difficulties and is 
demotivating for the current obligation period (until 2024). 

• Low enforcement, particularly regarding penalising non-compliance of obligated parties. 

• EEO parties are not willing to step out of their comfort zone and adopt new business models. 

• Lack of understanding of the EEO scheme by the obligated parties. 

• EEO are not achieved by energy dealers 
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3.3.2 Status and improvement of MRV scheme  

Sustainable Energy Development Agency (SEDA) is issuing energy savings certificates (ESC) to the 

project holder (OP or third parties). SEDA systematically verifies the savings calculations before issuing 

the ESC. OP can register their ESC on an on-going basis. They then need to report annually to SEDA 

their achievements vs. their target. Based on this, SEDA reviews the progress of each OP. The reported 

savings should be validated by qualified energy auditors registered with SEDA. They should be 

independent vis-à-vis the actions (i.e. not involved in the ex-ante audit or any other service related to 

the action evaluated). Training and/or qualifications are also required for installers. 

The ENSMOV thematic workshops and case studies/real-world examples presented therein have 

helped to learn from other countries practices and improve the national MRV scheme. The resources 

available on the Article 7 Knowledge Transfer Platform incl. webinars on IT tools and on how to set up 

a MRV scheme showcase well the existing practices and were therefore an excellent basis for the 

national discussions on how to improve the Bulgarian scheme.    

MRV schemes have to be pragmatic, operational, and practical. Having that in mind, one of the main 

ways to check for such attributes is through adaptation and replication of examples used in the field. 
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Improvement of MRV scheme – expert opinions 

Greatest successes 

• More methodologies for energy savings evaluation were developed. 

• Regulation development. 

Good Practices 

• MRV is well regulated but few examples exist. Still MRV is considered to be expensive and complicated. 

• Deemed savings were introduced in the legislation. 

• An online platform and digital tools are currently being developed. 

• Development of simplified methods for estimating energy savings 

Key lessons learned 

• The MRV (scheme) shouldn't be a burden (financial, administrative, etc.). 

• The MRV scheme is not sufficiently used. It needs to be included as a requirement in the upcoming 
programmes, support schemes, etc. 

• Optimisation of the administrative procedures. 

• Digitalisation and automation of the process is one of the keys to the successful scaling of MRV. 

• A simple MRV scheme lowers the burden on all participating parties. If MRV is too complex, requires 
many documents and long, heavy and expensive procedures, it may create negative feelings among 
obligated parties and cause rejection and conflicts. For simpler measures, an evaluation based on 
deemed savings is for example a good possibility. Online platforms for reporting energy savings is a 
prerequisite to every MRV scheme. 

• Simplifying the methods for assessing and reporting energy savings. 

Most burning issues 

• Optimisation of the control process. 

• Beneficiaries are not well acquainted with the benefits of the MRV scheme. 

• Facilitation of the reporting process. 

• Non-fulfilment of the individual energy saving targets by the obligated persons 

Weaknesses in MRV schemes 

• Too complex and/or detailed procedures with too many requirements to follow. 

• Managing authorities don't understand it and see it as unnecessary complication in the EU funds 
investment process. 

• Further development of simplified methods for estimating energy savings is needed. 
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3.4 Croatia 

3.4.1 Article 7 EED policies  

Croatia's cumulative savings target pursuant to Article 7 of the EED is 2993.7 ktoe or 125.3 PJ for the 

period 2021 to 2030 (Energy Efficiency Act, last revised in April 2021; NECP, December 2020).  

Croatia complies with the requirements of Article 7 EED through a combination of an energy savings 

obligation scheme and various alternative measures (see box below). The cornerstone of energy 

efficiency policies in Croatia after 2020 is the energy savings obligation scheme with the objective to 

achieve 70% of the savings under Article 7 of the EED (Energy Efficiency Act, last revised in April 2021; 

NECP, December 2020), i.e. cumulative energy savings in 2021-2030 of 87.7.0 PJ (2,095.6 ktoe). From 

2021 onwards all energy suppliers, who provided more than 50 GWh of energy during the previous 

year, enter the obligation scheme. In terms of alternative measures for the period post 2020, a variety 

of building energy efficiency programmes promoting the renovation of multi-apartment buildings, 

single-family buildings, public buildings and heritage buildings are offered. There are also policy 

measures implemented that aim at an improvement of energy efficiency in industry and transport (see 

box below). 

 

 

Energy Efficiency Obligation Scheme and Alternative Measures (Source: ENSMOV Article 7 platform) 

Energy Efficiency Obligation Scheme   

• Energy Efficiency Obligation Scheme for energy suppliers 

Alternative Measures 

• Energy renovation programme for multi-apartment buildings 

• Energy renovation programme for single-family houses 

• Energy renovation programme for public sector buildings 

• Energy renovation programme for heritage buildings 

• Energy Management System in the public sector 

• Energy renovation programme for public lighting 

• Increase of energy efficiency and renewable energy in manufacturing industry 

• Financial incentives for energy-efficient vehicles 

• Promotion of intermodal and intelligent transport and development of alternative fuels infrastructure at 
local and regional level 

• Training for drivers of road vehicles for eco-driving 

• Adoption and implementation of the Programme for energy poverty alleviation 

• Programme for energy poverty alleviation, including the use of renewable energy in apartment buildings 
for areas of special state care between 2021 and 2025 
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Energy poverty 

According to the NECP, the Ministry of Construction and Physical Planning has developed the 

„Amendments to the Programme of Energy Renovation of Family Houses“ in 2020, which has included 

for the first time measures for energy poverty elimination, with a co-financing rate of 100% for eligible 

citizens. 

In addition to this programme, under the Building Act, the Government of the Republic of Croatia, as 

proposed by the Ministry of Construction and Physical Planning, adopted the Long-Term Strategy for 

the Renovation of the National Building Stock by 2050, which includes national measures to alleviate 

energy poverty achieved through deep renovation of buildings. 

From 2021 to 2030, measures will be implemented under the Programme for Elimination of Energy 

Poverty, among others to establish a system of increasing energy efficiency at the level of energy-poor 

households and households at risk of energy poverty. Before starting the implementation of NECP, the 

Programme for Elimination of Energy Poverty was planned to be prepared. 

The adoption and implementation of the Programme for energy poverty alleviation, as stated in the 

NECP, has energy poverty alleviation and its degree of vulnerability as the main objective, along with 

the establishment of an energy efficiency monitoring system which will consider the implementation 

of technical energy efficiency measures in energy poor households. Specific measures will be 

implemented through specific programmes for single-family houses, multi-apartment buildings and 

buildings at areas of special state care. 
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3.4.2 Status and improvement of MRV scheme  

The MRV system (SMiV – System for Measurement, Monitoring and Verification of Energy Savings) is 

defined by the Croatian Energy Efficiency Act and the Regulation on the System for Measurement, 

Monitoring and Verification of Energy Savings as the national system for monitoring, measurement 

and verification of energy savings. The SMiV online platform is based on bottom-up methodology and 

is used at the local and national level to calculate, analyse and archive energy savings and the 

corresponding CO2 emissions in industry, buildings, transport and service (public and commercial) 

sectors, under a unified methodology defined by EU standards. The data of energy savings can 

Improvement of policy (re-)design and/or implementation – expert opinions 

Good Practices 

• Grant-based alternative measures for energy renovation of buildings are successful. 

• Financing alternative policy measures through the Environmental Protection and Energy Efficiency 
Fund- and ESI funds is needed. 

• Saving calculations and measures were updated with respect to the alternative measures and 
obligation scheme implemented. 

Key lessons learned 

• Obligated parties in the EEOS very much rely on soft measures with short term effects (quick solutions) 
– the effect on cumulative energy savings is therefore questionable. 

• Grant-based alternative measures are very attractive but public sources for them are not sufficient. 

• Targets until 2030 will be very hard to achieve. 

• Constant update of the policy framework and sharing (updating) knowledge about tools for 
monitoring, reporting and verification schemes is needed. 

• Allowing trading of energy savings was welcomed by involved parties. 

Most burning issues 

• Availability of public funding for alternative measures. 

• Alternative measures: Public calls for co-finance of energy efficiency measures are rarely organised. 

• There are still questions about success of energy efficiency obligation schemes to achieve cumulative 
savings.  

Weaknesses in Article 7 policies 

• EEOS: Favours quick solutions and not long-terms investments in energy efficiency. 

• Alternative Measures: lack of public funding and need for new implementing mechanism 

• Lack of financial resources for energy efficiency measures 

• All stakeholders still have knowledge gaps. 
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therefore offer a national and local overview of the relation to the accomplishment of national energy 

efficiency targets.  

As of 2021, SMiV is administered by the Ministry of Economy and Sustainable Development. The main 

users of the application are defined by the national Energy Efficiency Act (public sector, ESCO, subsidy 

providers and obligated parties). The system is mentioned in the NECP (Integrated National Energy and 

Climate Plan) as the tracking method for numerous measures. According to the NECP, it is also planned 

to connect SMiV with the Information System for Energy Management (ISEM), which collects the 

energy consumption data in the public sector. 

  

  

Improvement of MRV scheme – expert opinions 

Good Practices 

• Continuous update of IT platform for M&V of energy savings 

Key lessons learned 

• Continuity is key. 

• Web applications for MRV need to be constantly updated. 

• It is still not easy to create reports only based on data in the MRV database. 

Most burning issues 

• Lack of capacities to run the MRV database, analyse and verify inputs  

• Web applications for MRV need to be upgraded. 

• Integration of MRV database with other similar databases that include data from the energy sector. 

Weaknesses in MRV schemes 

• Clear procedures and sufficient capacities are needed to run smoothly IT platforms for MRV. 

• There is a lack of guidelines for MRV. 
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3.5 Cyprus 

3.5.1 Article 7 EED policies  

Cyprus' cumulative savings target of Article 7 of the EED is estimated to be 243.04 ktoe for the period 

2021 to 2030 (NECP 2020). Cyprus plans to achieve these energy savings through a combination of an 

energy savings obligation scheme and several alternative policy measures. In the EEO scheme 

electricity and transport fuel suppliers are obligated to trigger energy savings actions at final customer 

level. The objective is to achieve 100 ktoe of cumulative savings for the period 2021-2030 under Article 

7 of the EED (COM 2020)3. The wide range of alternative measures for the period 2021-2030 is listed 

in the box below. 

Energy poverty 

Based on the provisions of the Electricity Law, the Minister of Energy, Commerce and Industry, after 

consultation with CERA and the Minister of Labour, Welfare and Social Insurance, has issued an Order 

(no. K.D.P. 289/2015) regarding energy poverty. The measures defined to protect vulnerable 

categories of electricity customers are: 

• Reduced prices on electricity tariffs (special electricity tariff 08) which is based on a Ministerial 
Decision (no. K.D.P. 286/2016). 

• Financial incentives for installing a net-metering Photovoltaic system. 

• Financial incentives for upgrading the energy efficiency of their houses. 

• Safeguarding the continuous supply of electricity, during critical periods, to those vulnerable 

consumers that uninterrupted power supply is essential for reasons related to their health. 

 

 

 

 

3 Commission Staff Working Document: Assessment of the final national energy and climate plan of 

Cyprus. 
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3.5.2 Status and improvement of MRV  

The Energy Service of the Ministry of Energy, Commerce and Industry is responsible for target setting, 

implementation and monitoring of the EEOS. The same Ministry will monitor the target achievement 

by the OP, by implementing MRV systems in at least a statistical sample of the actions implemented 

by OPs. This will include randomly on-site inspections to check whether the implemented projects 

comply with the submitted projects. The responsible authority will publish annually, energy savings 

achieved by each OP, as well as the cumulative savings under the EEOS. Energy poverty mitigation 

results are included. The responsible authority will assess the costs entailing OPs for the achievement 

of their targets, and if necessary, will implement actions towards their minimisation, with the ultimate 

goal the preservation of obligated parties’ worldwide competition. 

Energy Efficiency Obligation Scheme and Alternative Measures (Source: ENSMOV Article 7 

platform) 

Energy Efficiency Obligation Scheme   

• Energy Efficiency Obligation Scheme: Energy suppliers (electricity and transport fuels) are obligated to 
trigger energy savings actions at the final customer level 

Alternative Measures 

• Additional floor space “allowance” for new buildings and buildings that are renovated 

• Supporting scheme for promoting energy efficiency renovation in dwellings through European 
Structural and Investment Funds (Programming Period 2021-2027)   

• Individual energy efficiency interventions and energy efficiency retrofits in selected governmental 
buildings 

• Implementation of soft measures (information campaigns, training, workshops, etc)   

• Supporting scheme for promoting energy efficiency investments in Small and Medium Enterprises 
(SMEs) through European Structural and Investment Funds (Programming Period 2021- 2027) 

• Supporting Scheme for promoting energy efficiency in municipalities and communities through 
European Structural and Investment Funds (Programming Period 2021-2027) 

• Supporting Schemes operated by the RES and Energy Efficiency National Fund for promoting energy 
efficiency investments in the Residential and Public sector and energy audits in SMEs 

• Advanced Metering Infrastructure Plan 

• Promotion of energy Efficiency in enterprises, through voluntary agreements under the “Business 4 
climate” initiative 

• Energy efficiency in the water sector 

• Vehicle excise duty based on CO2 emissions 

• Energy consumption fee applied on electricity 

• Excise tax on road transport fuels exceeding the minimum levels as required in Directive 2003/96/EC 

• Action plan for the road transport sector 

• Energy Fund of Funds providing soft loans for energy efficiency. 

• European Regional Cooperation Program “GREECE CYPRUS – Renovation of public buildings 

• Energy efficient street lighting 
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3.6 Czech Republic 

3.6.1 Article 7 EED policies  

The Czech Republic’s cumulative savings target of Article 7 of the Energy Efficiency Directive was set 

at 462 PJ for the period 2021 to 2030 (NECP 2019). Since the target is calculated on the basis of final 

energy consumption data of Eurostat for 2016 and 2017, it will be updated to take into account the 

2018 data. Czech Republic plans to achieve the energy savings target through a set of alternative 

measures including financial incentives to support the implementation of energy saving measures, 

schemes for voluntary energy efficiency agreements, energy taxes, regulatory and behavioural 

measures. The policy measures are described in detail in Annex 4 of the NECP. The largest share of 

share of cumulated energy savings will be achieved through financial mechanisms (44%), voluntary 

agreements (32%) and regulatory measures (13%). Behavioural measures (7%) and tax measures (4%) 

will contribute to a smaller share to the target achievement (NECP 2019). 

 

Energy poverty 

The Czech Republic is working on a study that will, among other things, define energy poverty and the 

term vulnerable customer. It will also describe the phenomena, analyse the causes of their occurrence 

and present possible solutions. None of the Article 7 EED policy measures described Annex 4 of the 

NECP (2019) specifically address energy poverty. 

Alternative Measures (Source: ENSMOV Article 7 platform) 

Alternative Measures 

• Operational Programme Competitiveness 2021–2027* (succession of Operational Programme 
Enterprise and Innovation for Competitiveness) 

• New Green Savings Programme*   

• Succession Programme of the New Green Savings Programme 

• Operational Programme Environment 2021–2027* 

• PANEL Programme 

• Integrated Regional Operational Programme 2021–2027*, 

• Modernisation Fund 

• EFEKT Programme 

• ENERG Programme 

• Taxation of fuel 

• Eco-driving Support 

• Prohibition of boilers for 1st and 2nd emission class solid fuels 

• Voluntary agreements 
 
* some measures deliver new savings from the previous obligation period and shall continue to do so until 

their allocations run out, only after that will new measures replace them. 
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3.6.2 Status and improvement of MRV  

The Czech Republic complies with the requirements of Article 7 EED through alternative measures in 

the period 2021-2030. The implementation of an EEO scheme is not being currently considered, 

however, a voluntary agreement scheme is being applied. The general version of said agreement was 

agreed upon by the state and third parties at the beginning of 2020. For this purpose and the overall 

simplification of monitoring and reporting energy savings, a new MRV system is being designed. 

The supervisory authority with overall cross-sectional responsibilities, including oversight and 

communication with the EU institutions on the matter of energy efficiency and 2020 / 2030 target 

fulfilment is the Ministry of Industry and Trade. Annex 4 of the NECP (2019) includes detailed 

descriptions of the specific alternative policy measures including the responsibilities and approaches 

used for MRV. 
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3.7 Denmark 

3.7.1 Article 7 EED policies  

Denmark’s cumulative savings target of Article 7 of the Energy Efficiency Directive was calculated at 

268.5 PJ (6,414 ktoe) for the period 2021 to 2030 (NECP 2019). Denmark will fulfil the energy saving 

obligation under Art. 7 of the EED solely by alternative policy measures. Four measures have so far 

been notified in the NECP (2019): (1) a competitive subsidy scheme for private enterprises; (2) a 

competitive subsidy scheme for buildings; (3) improving the efficiency of existing buildings by other 

measures; and (4) a subsidy scheme to replace oil burners with heat pumps in buildings outside district 

heating areas and gas grids (see box below). However, Denmark is aware that the four measures 

mentioned fall short of reaching the energy saving obligations under Art. 7 of the EED. Denmark’s 

Energy Companies' Energy Saving Efforts (the Danish EEOS) ended in 2020 as specified in the Danish 

Energy Agreement from 2018. 

 

Energy poverty 

Denmark addresses energy poverty through general social policy, which is not specifically targeted 

towards energy. In the Danish energy policy framework, no specific national objectives and plans exist 

for the reduction of energy poverty. However, Danish social policy guarantees all citizens fundamental 

rights in case they encounter social problems such as unemployment, sickness, or dependency. 

Although no specific subsidies are targeted towards energy poverty, some of the general social policy 

measures provide financial support to energy-related purposes and the income transfer system is 

structured around costs of living, which include energy costs. These social policy measures include for 

example a heating supplement for the weakest part of the pensioners, a special supplementary 

housing benefit for persons receiving social assistance and who meet special conditions, and additional 

cash support for persons, who have experienced changes in conditions (e.g. unemployment or 

sickness) (cf. NECP 2019, p. 120/121). 

Alternative Measures (Source: ENSMOV Article 7 platform) 

• A competitive subsidy scheme related to private enterprises: 300 mio. DKK per year in 2021-2024 

• A competitive subsidy scheme related to buildings: 200 mio. DKK per year in 2021- 2024 

• Efficiency of existing buildings by other measures (requirements for the renovation of buildings in the 
building codes, information campaigns regarding technological opportunities and financial measures 
available to building owners) 

• Subsidy scheme to replace oil burners with heat pumps in buildings outside the district heating and gas 
grids: DKK 20 million per year in 2021-2024 
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3.7.2 Status and improvement of MRV scheme  

 The monitoring and verification of the competitive subsidy schemes related to private enterprises and 

buildings is carried out by the Danish Energy Agency (DEA). The aid will be granted to the recipients 

based on the calculated energy savings so that aid is granted based on the amount of generated kWh 

over the lifetime of the energy saving. Savings are calculated by using standard values for the lifetimes 

of the eligible actions. These standard values are set by the DEA. The DEA will assess each application 

and will grant the aid. The aid is paid out after the completion of the energy savings project, and after 

the applicant has provided sufficient documentation hereof. The DEA will review this documentation 

for each project. 

 

 

 

  

  

Improvement of policy (re-)design and/or implementation – expert opinions 

Key lessons learned 

• The transformation from Energy Efficiency Obligations to a basket of alternative measures was a 
mistake. 

Most burning issues 

• The real additionality of energy savings achieved through subsidy schemes. 

Weaknesses in Article 7 policies 

• The real impact of energy efficiency measures on the energy consumption is not measured since no 
comparison to a baseline without the measures is made. 

Improvement of MRV scheme – expert opinions 

Key lessons learned 

• Currently, the focus is less on independent evaluations. 

Most burning issues 

• Independent studies of the real additionality of energy savings are missing. 

Weaknesses in MRV schemes 

• The only focus is on bottom-up calculations of energy savings. 
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3.8 Estonia 

3.8.1 Article 7 EED policies  

Estonia’s cumulative energy savings target to be achieved under Article 7 of Energy Efficiency Directive 

amounts to 52.8 TJ (14,42 TWh, NECP p. 43, table 9). Estonia plans to fulfil the energy saving obligation 

under Art. 7 of the EED solely by alternative measures. These range from taxation of energy carriers, 

promotion of fuel-efficient driving, spatial and land use measures in cities to increase the fuel-

efficiency of transport and enhancement of the transportation system, developing a convenient and 

modern public transport, establishing road charges for heavy duty vehicles, planning the development 

of a railway infrastructure (including the construction of Rail Baltic), reconstruction of private 

residences, apartment buildings, public sector and business buildings. 

The contribution of the individual measures to Article 7 target achievement is not specified in the 

NECP. 

 

  

Alternative Measures (Source: NECP 2019) 

• Increasing the introduction of alternative fuels in transport 

• Reducing the demand for individual motorised transport 

• An efficient transport fleet 

• Increasing the energy efficiency of the existing building stock 

• Increasing the anticipated energy efficiency of new buildings 

• Efficient thermal transmission 

• The example set by the public sector 

• Energy savings in other sectors 

• Energy audits 

• Replacement of pipelines 
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Energy poverty 

Energy poverty risk is related to relative poverty, which has a target of its own in Estonia. The aim is to 

decrease relative poverty from 21.6 % in 2014 to 15 % in 2023, which also contributes to reducing the 

risk of energy poverty. The NECP states that in 2018 21,000 people (1.6% of the population) in Estonia 

received the subsistence allowance to cover housing costs (including people experiencing energy 

poverty).   

Estonia has not yet developed a specific energy poverty plan, but several measures are implemented 

to decrease energy poverty. Besides the subsistence allowance, specific measures to achieve energy 

savings in households affected by energy poverty include 

• a housing benefit for low-income families with many children to improve their living conditions; 

• a grant to support the reconstruction of apartment buildings, i.e. for the implementation of 
energy efficiency measures, with specifications for regions with low property values and higher 
shares of energy poverty; 

• case-by-case investment aid for the development of the local government building stock to 
improve the availability of rented housing for households unable to buy or rent on the market, 
including socio-economically disadvantaged persons.  

3.8.2 Status and improvement of MRV scheme  

The Ministry of Economic Affairs and Communications (MKM) is responsible for collecting information 

on energy savings, implementing the calculation methods and the calculation of energy savings. The 

implementing bodies of policy measures (other government agencies) collect or measure information, 

verify it and share it with MKM, which then calculates the final energy savings and reports to the 

European Commission. For every policy measure, a different approach is used to calculate or measure 

the energy savings.  
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3.9 Finland 

3.9.1 Article 7 EED policies  

Finland’s cumulative energy savings target to be achieved under Article 7 of Energy Efficiency Directive 

amounts to 105 TWh (9.03 Mtoe) for the period 2021-2030. Finland plans to achieve the energy saving 

target under Art. 7 of the EED by means of alternative measures. Specifically, a combination of 

voluntary energy efficiency agreements with other measures including fiscal incentives and tax 

measures is used (see box below). The largest share of cumulated energy savings will be achieved 

through the implementation of the voluntary agreements, which performed very well in the past in 

Finland.  

 

Energy poverty 

Finland does not have a national target to reduce energy poverty. The prevention of energy poverty is 

part of Finland’s general social policy. Energy poverty is mainly addressed in Finland through social aid 

schemes to guarantee a sufficiently high indoor temperature and the electricity supply for households. 

Moreover, Finland’s Social Insurance Institution (Kela) provides security deposits to energy companies. 

To reduce household energy costs energy advice and support for energy efficiency improvements is 

provided (e.g. energy advice of Motiva Ltd. related to living, building and renovation, heating options 

and mobility). Finally, electricity and gas market regulations include detailed restrictions for energy 

companies to disconnect supplies in case of unpaid energy bills. 

3.9.2 Status and improvement of MRV scheme  

Energy Efficiency Agreements (EEA) are a long-standing policy in Finland and play a key role in 

achieving the targets set out in Article 7 of the EED. The current EEA period is 2017-2025. The main 

Alternative Measures (Source: ENSMOV Article 7 platform) 

• Voluntary Energy Efficiency Agreements 

• Heat pumps for detached and terraced houses 

• Transport fuel taxation/car traffic 

• Energy Audit Programme – SMEs and municipalities 

• Energy efficiency measures in the agriculture sector 

• Energy efficiency agreements / customer advice services 

• Mass and measure modifications in truck transport 
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policy objectives are to encourage the efficient use of energy in the industrial, municipal, property and 

oil sectors.   

The agreements between the government and businesses are framework contracts supplemented by 

sub-sectoral Action Plans. Participating companies and municipalities enter into the Energy Efficiency 

Agreement by signing an ‘Accession Document’ which details their obligations in the agreement and 

their energy savings target for the period 2017-2025.   

The EEA is a way to start or continue energy management systematically with a view to continuous 

improvement.  When the EED Article 7 target for 2014-2020 was set in 2013 it was expected that by 

2020 the cumulative savings from energy efficiency measures implemented by the EEA participants 

would achieve more than half of the binding national cumulative energy savings target set for Finland 

(49 TWh). As reported in the EED annual report 2019, in 2020 the expected cumulative savings from 

EEA cover almost 70 % of Finland’s Art. 7 cumulative target in 2020.  

The Ministry of Economic Affairs and Employment (MEAE) and the Energy Authority are the 

responsible administrative authorities. Motiva is an entrusted party who support participating 

companies in the implementation of the policy, as well as monitoring and evaluation of the energy 

efficiency agreements. 

Participants implement energy efficiency actions and report their progress on an annual basis. Reports 

are submitted through the online monitoring system, operated by Motiva. The target for each 

participating company is expressed in percentage of energy savings (GWh). The baseline used is the 

energy use upon entering into the voluntary agreement. There is an overall target for the participating 

company, for the period 2017-2025 and an intermediate target in 2020. 

The aim of the EEA is to show continuous improvement in energy efficiency, as part of the existing or 

planned management systems or operating plans. Actions to improve energy efficiency will contribute 

to the target if they take place in the agreement period 2017-2025. To qualify, actions must also be 

reported in the scheme’s monitoring system and the action must relate to the energy use included in 

the specification of the company’s target. 
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3.10 France 

3.10.1 Article 7 EED policies  

France's cumulative savings target pursuant to Article 7 of the Energy Efficiency Directive is 65.2 Mtoe 

for the period 2021 to 2030.4 To achieve the energy savings target, France relies on a single instrument, 

the White Certificates (WC) mechanism, covering all end-use sectors: residential, tertiary, industry, 

transport and agriculture.5 Currently, France is not planning to use alternative policy measures to 

achieve the Article 7 target in the period 2021 to 2030. 

 

Energy poverty 

Fuel poverty is evaluated and monitored through the National Observatory for Fuel Poverty (ONPE). 

The White Certificate Scheme in France includes a specific target to be achieved in low-income 

households (35% of the total obligation, see below). In addition, some standardized actions are granted 

bonuses when beneficiating “low-income households in order to meet this specific “fuel poverty” 

target. Moreover, a variety of further measures addressing energy poverty are deployed such as 

 

 

 

 

4 The energy savings target was updated by the French authorities from the original value of 62,871 

ktoe (731 TWh) after the publication of the NECP (cf. COM individual assessment report of French 

NECP, p. 11). 

5 A detailed description of the White Certificate Scheme in France can be found in the following 

document: https://www.ecologie.gouv.fr/sites/default/files/PNAEE%202017.pdf 

Energy Efficiency Obligation Scheme (Source: NECP 2020) 

The French White Certificate Scheme 

• The energy savings obligation is imposed on energy sellers of electricity, gas, fuel oil, fuel, etc.) if their 
energy sales exceed certain thresholds. At the end of each obligation period, obligated parties must 
prove that they have achieved their savings obligations, i.e. must demonstrate that they hold certificates 
in an amount equivalent to their obligations. A penalty must be paid if they fail to do so. 

• It covers all end-use sectors (residential, tertiary, industry, transport and agriculture). 

https://www.ecologie.gouv.fr/sites/default/files/PNAEE%202017.pdf
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energy allowances (Chèque énergie), Energy Transition Tax Credit (CITE) and its replacement 

MaPrimeRénov’, Zero-rate eco-loan (eco-PTZ) and a conversion bonus for old vehicles.   

 

3.10.2 Status and improvement of MRV  

In terms of the White Certificate scheme, the justifying documents are kept (for 10 years) by the 

obligated party applying for certificates, at disposal for control purposes. Obligated or eligible parties 

submit standard files to PNCEE that issues the certificates once for the whole lifetime of energy 

savings (hence the 4% discount rate). 

Improvement of policy (re-)design and/or implementation – expert opinions 

Good Practices 

• The White Certificate Scheme 

• The French EEO scheme sets a specific obligation for low-income households, steering investments 
towards them in order to alleviate energy poverty. In 2022, this obligation will represent 35% of the 
total obligation (against 25% before) and its specific penalty has been increased in order to stir low-
income households’ energy renovation. 

Key lessons learned 

• The methodologies used to calculate energy savings are not all the time consistent with the real energy 
savings (compared to the energy bill savings). 

• The price of the certificates on the market has a huge impact on the incentives and needs to be 
stabilized in order to perpetuate the obligation scheme and its contribution to the energy efficiency 
target of France. 

Most burning issues 

• The stock of White Certificates for the previous period drove down prices and the production of White 
Certificates. 

• With the EED’s changes, the Ukraine crisis and the energy shortage induced, obligation levels are 
bound to be raised but the energy savings targets need to be achievable accordingly. 

Weaknesses in Article 7 policies 

• Fraud and low quality of work 

• The French scheme is based on deemed savings, which standardizes energy savings actions and thus 
facilitates their implementation. At the same time, this can result in massive discrepancies between 
real savings and certificates deposited – especially since the reporting process can only point to this in 
one or two years. 

• The obligation scheme is complex and leads to an administrative burden weighing on stakeholders and 
reduces the cost-efficiency of the scheme. 
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For specific operations (measured and not only deemed savings), the technical part of the file 

submitted is reviewed by ADEME experts. To ensure that the energy savings requested are valid and 

accurate. 

In addition to controls realized by OP and/or third parties, the PNCEE performs controls a sample of 

files. In case of non-compliance, the certificates are cancelled and sanctions may be applied (3 c€/kWh 

cumac). 

In case of frauds related to CEE, the Ministry may forbid the sanctioned party to submit files for CEE 

for a given period (in addition to cancelling the CEE subject of the fraud and to financial sanctions). 

Other frauds or complaints (e.g. due to bad installers) are dealt with by DGCCRF (General Directorate 

for Competition Policy, Consumer Affairs and Fraud Control). 

Since 2022, regarding the more implemented standardized actions, sampled files are subjected to on-

site controls to assure the quality of the actions realized and the certificates claimed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Improvement of MRV scheme – expert opinions 

Good Practices 

• Control of on-site operators 

• Modified methodologies of deemed savings are more consistent with real energy savings. 

• Obligated parties now have to report their current folders quarterly. This adds more flexibility to adjust 
policy design according to obligation fulfilment. 

Key lessons learned 

• The need to control on-site operators 

• Prior to the implementation of the obligation scheme, not investing enough in a robust MRV scheme 
has led to a lack of anticipation on the evolution of the market and the costs. 

Most burning issues 

• The fifth period (2022-2025) has been enriched with mandatory controls on actions implemented in 
order to generate reliable energy savings and increase files quality. The sampling rules and the control 
repositories are still a work in process at the moment for stakeholders to adjust. 

Weaknesses in MRV schemes 

• The impossibility of crossing data from different sources or different observatories in order to have a 
systemic vision of energy renovation. 

• The current MRV scheme has been mainly set up after implementing the obligation scheme and now 
comes in reaction to the scheme operation rather than in anticipation. 
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3.11 Germany 

3.11.1 Article 7 EED policies  

Germany's cumulative savings target pursuant to Article 7 of the Energy Efficiency Directive is 3,996.5 

PJ or 95.46 Mtoe for the period 2021 to 2030. Germany complies with the requirements of Article 7 

EED by means of alternative measures. Currently, Germany does not envisage to implement an energy 

savings obligation scheme. Annex III of the NECP (2020) list 27 alternative measures to achieve EED 

Art. 7 energy savings. The measures with the highest energy savings are carbon pricing in the transport 

and heat sectors (713 PJ), energy and electricity tax (573 PJ), the Building Energy Act (573 PJ), grants 

for energy efficiency in the economy (480 PJ) and the Federal Funding for Efficient Buildings (305 PJ).  

The 27 measures are expected to achieve a total of 3,371 PJ (71.6 Mtoe) energy savings, i.e. about 

15.5% less than the target of 3 996 5 PJ (95.46 Mtoe).  

Since the implementation of the alternative measures of the NECP, several of them have been 

improved (e.g. the BEG) as a reaction to general developments and consumer demand, and have 

become more ambitious. 
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Energy poverty 

The NECP does not include a specific energy poverty plan and related targets. However, two specific 

Art. 7 measures address energy poverty: (1) Measure M23 electricity-saving check: Advice about saving 

electricity and fuels and energy-saving items for free to low-income households (e.g. LED lights and 

switchable multiple socket strips). (2) Measure M21 energy consultancy: all offers of consumer advice 

centres are provided for free to low-income households. 

Verbraucherzentrale Bundesverband e. V. (VZBV) offers various types of energy consultancy such as 

online and telephone consultancy as well as personal advice (e.g. ‘Energy Checks’ including basic check, 

building check, heating and solar heat check, detailed check and the suitability check for the use of 

solar thermal or photovoltaic energy). 

Alternative measures for 2021-2030 (NECP 2020) 

Investment incentive  

• Energy efficiency in the economy – subsidy and credit  

• Energy efficiency in the economy – funding competition  

• Federal funding for efficient buildings (BEG)  

• Refrigeration and air conditioning guideline  

• Energy efficiency in agriculture and horticulture  

• Selected elements of the local guideline  

• Funding of serial renovation work  

• Funding for e-mobility – e-mobility environmental bonus  

• Funding guideline for procuring electric buses in local public transport  

• §45 of the draft for the Buildings Energy Act [Gebäudeenergiegesetz, GEG]  

• Draft for the Buildings Energy Act (GEG) – existing buildings  

• Exemplary role of federal buildings 

Pricing instruments 

• Energy and electricity tax 

• CO2 pricing for the transport and heating sectors 

• Air transport tax 

• Tax incentives for energy-related building renovations 

• Heavy goods vehicle toll 

• Make rail travel cheaper 

Consultation and information programmes 

• Energy consulting 

• Energy consulting SMEs 

• Electricity saving check 

• SME initiative for energy transition and climate action (MIE) 

• Energy management systems (EnMS) 

• Introduction of environmental management system in the federal administration 

• Heating label 
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Moreover, the Federal Government follows a comprehensive approach to fighting poverty within the 

framework of social legislation. The structure of the specific regulations is explained in Chapter 2.4.4. 

of the NECP. 

3.11.2 Status and improvement of MRV scheme  

The MRV system is briefly described in the NECP (NECP 2020, p. 226/227) and is summarized below: 

Principles and responsibilities:  

Energy efficiency measures are regularly monitored and evaluated by independent external 

appraisers, institutes and committees in accordance with the provisions of the Federal Budget Code 

(§7(2) BHO) and based on the quality standards of the German Evaluation Society (DeGEval).  

 

 

Improvement of policy (re-)design and/or implementation – expert opinions 

Good Practices 

• The support schemes in Germany are constantly evaluated and customised to help realise intensified 
national and European climate and energy goals. 

• Redesign of funding and support schemes (Förderstrategie) 

Key lessons learned 

• The EED-logic greatly benefits early action, which is why Germany tries to fulfil Art. 7 EED as soon as 
possible with mostly long-term measures to utilise the effect of the cumulation to the utmost possible. 
Furthermore, it seems, that in order to better guarantee Art. 7 EED implementation accompanying 
national laws might be beneficial. 

• Making access easier (one-stop-shops), capacity building of energy advisors/auditors 

Most burning issues 

• The EED recast in its recent form greatly increases the final energy savings obligation, which is why the 
existing Art. 7 EED measures in Germany have to be evaluated and strengthened to reflect the new 
ambition. Furthermore, new measures have to be developed, quantified and notified in order to bridge 
the gap, which will arise based on the EED recast. 

• Energy efficiency law (at strategic level)  

• Security of supply 

Weaknesses in Article 7 policies 

• One problem of Art. 7 is, that it does not address certain sectors and defines targets for those. This 
results in a lack of addressability, since the savings value has to be achieved for Germany as a whole, 
it is difficult to make binding obligations for the different sectors and the actors within those. 

• Heterogenous market of stakeholders 

• Almost no measured savings, mostly deemed savings. 
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Methodological guide:  

The Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate Action (BMWK) in collaboration with external 

institutes has developed a methodological guide that must be taken into account by evaluators for the 

assessment of energy efficiency measures. The guide offers a uniform methodology for the 

accompanying and ex-post evaluation of energy efficiency policy measures.  

Monitoring and verification:  

The Federal Office for Energy Efficiency (BfEE), within the Federal Office for Economic Affairs and 

Export Control (BAFA), has set up a monitoring and verification system. Using a structured monitoring 

template, information about the savings achieved by the alternative measures pursuant to Article 7b 

EED is collected by the parties responsible for the measures. The completeness and consistency of the 

data are verified in a subsequent plausibility check.  

 

  
Improvement of MRV scheme – expert opinions 

Good Practices 

• Development of MRV guideline ("Methodikleitfaden") that is mandatory for evaluations. This ensures 
e.g., measuring spill-over and free-rider effects. 

• Continuous improvement of MRV-system based on the experiences made in the previous years. Use 
of Excel tool for collecting data on Art. 7 measures and continuous improvement of this tool. 

Key lessons learned 

• Keep it simple! We tried to incorporate more and more indicators, but we learned, that high 
complexity of the templates increases time needed for plausibility checks and time for filling in the 
data needed. Therefore, we try to only focus on most important issues and we try to automatise as 
much as possible. 

• Requirements set on EU level do have an impact on national policies. 

Most burning issues 

• Incorporate new measures in the MRV scheme to be able to fulfil the new requirements. 

• Integration of social indicators (energy poverty), (better) integration of behavioural measures (e.g. 
sufficiency). 

Weaknesses in MRV schemes 

• Too high complexity and usage of an Excel tool. Future MRV should focus more on establishing an 
online platform. 

• MRV is too elaborate and too sophisticated for political practitioners. 

• Savings are calculated mostly based on grant application data, not on measured data after completion. 
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3.12 Greece 

3.12.1 Article 7 EED policies 

Greece's cumulative savings target pursuant to Article 7 of the Energy Efficiency Directive amounts to 

7,299 ktoe for the period 2021 to 2030. The NECP states, however, that this target will be re-calculated 

on the basis of the final energy consumption data for the years 2016-2018. 

Greece complies with the requirements of Article 7 EED through a combination of an energy savings 

obligation scheme and nine alternative policy measures (see box below). The energy efficiency 

obligation scheme will account for 20% of the total cumulative target for the period 2021-2030. The 

remaining part of the target will be achieved through the nine alternative policy measures. The highest 

savings are expected from energy upgrading of residential buildings, the second largest savings 

through the implementation of the energy savings obligation scheme. 

The implementation of the foreseen policies and measures within the framework of Article 7 has been 

improved taking into account the proposed ENSMOV recommendations for different issues, such as 

the minimization of the administrative cost during the design of the energy efficiency policies and 

measures, the improved financing of the implemented policies and measures, the establishment of 

the energy efficiency fund, the utilization of online applications and calculation tools and the 

identification of the potential overlaps between the energy efficiency and climate targets including 

proposals so as to align the obligation of Article 7 with the target of reducing the EU's net emissions 

by 55 % in 2030. Finally, a focus was given on the existing implementation of energy efficiency auctions 

in other European countries. 
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Energy Poverty 

Within the framework of Article 7 energy poverty will be addressed through alternative measures 

aiming at an energy upgrade of residential buildings and via the energy savings obligation scheme 

according to the NECP. The specific design of the policy measures will be performed under the Action 

Plan for Combating energy poverty. This also includes an assessment of the implementation of the 

existing policy measures to decide on whether they should be continued, the selection of the most 

cost-effective measures and the assurance that energy poor households benefit from the measures 

implemented. 

Energy Efficiency obligation scheme and alternative measures for 2021-2030 (ENSMOV Article 7 

platform, NECP 2020) 

Energy Efficiency Obligation Scheme   

• Energy Efficiency Obligation Scheme for energy providers and distribution network operators 

Alternative Measures 

• Energy upgrading of residential buildings 

• Energy upgrading of public buildings 

• Energy upgrading of tertiary sector buildings and industrial plants 

• Improvement in energy efficiency through energy service companies 

• Energy managers in public buildings 

• Energy upgrading of pumping equipment 

• Energy upgrading of street lighting 

• Development of transport infrastructures 

• Promotion of alternative fuels in road transport 
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Improvement of policy (re-)design and/or implementation – expert opinions 

Good Practices 

• In Greece, the implementation of Article 7 is done simultaneously with alternative measures and with 
an EEO scheme. The contribution of the EEOS scheme was important and a successful instrument. The 
new period 2021-2030 of the EEO scheme already started and we hope it will be as successful as the 
previous one – in particular since the quantitative target was increased twice (about 20%). 

• One of the alternative measures for supporting energy renovations in households has been extensively 
revised in terms of the subsidy rates based on information and data from previous programme 
implementation rounds. A more in-depth evaluation of the programme’s implementation practices 
and procedures is about to start and will facilitate the programme’s rationalisation in the future. 

• The implementation of the programmes for the renovation of residential buildings can be considered 
as a best practice taking into account different aspects such the re-design of the programmes (from 
“Energy Saving at Home” programme in 2011 to “Exoikonomo 2021” programme in 2022) and the 
applied MRV procedures. 

Key lessons learned 

• Implementation of alternative measures: The specific description, proper planning, adequate costing 
and expected energy savings of the adopted measures and policies, which are also contained in the 
NECP, were implemented in all sectors of economic activity, helped to achieve a significant impact in 
the achievement of mandatory targets under EED Article 7.  

• Implementation of EEO scheme: The clear procedures resulting from the EEO operating regulation and 
the way of cooperation developed between the Obligated Parties, the Administrator and the 
Contracting Authority (Ministry of Environment and Energy), contributed to bring together the 
elimination of the problems that appeared in the implementation of the EEO and to achieve the very 
good results that contributed to the Article 7 target achievement (while benefiting both the obligated 
parties and the final consumers).  

• The Hellenic EEO scheme Administrator (CRES) has developed a wide range of bottom-up equations 
for calculating energy savings from energy efficiency measures implemented by the various Obligated 
Parties, which must be updated on a regular basis. This bottom-up methodology helped to monitor 
whether the measures were applied by the obligated parties and at the same time ensured through  
on-site checks the validity and completeness of their implementation. 

• One take away that has been made even more obvious with the recent events (COVID and the 
subsequent introduction of the national recovery and resilience plans, the energy crisis) is the urgent 
need to digitise and upgrade the processes for monitoring the implementation of policy measures 
including the ones for Article 7. Because of the lack in the establishment of such processes the 
necessary re-design of measures is often delayed or not undertaken in the right manner. 

• Maximize synergies and simultaneously reduce competition among them, identify and promote the 
most cost-effective energy efficiency interventions 

• Explore all the available energy saving potential 
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3.12.2 Status and improvement of MRV  

The Ministry of Environment and Energy is responsible for the design, implementation, monitoring, 

control and verification of the alternative measures in compliance with the provisions of Annex V of 

the EED. Moreover, the Ministry of Environment and Energy specifies and enforces the rules of the 

Energy Efficiency Obligation Scheme (EEOS) including the determination of the targets. CRES is the 

implementing body of the EEOS, in charge of measurement, monitoring, control and verification and 

submits proposals to the Ministry for scheme’s improvement. Common monitoring, reporting and 

verification principles are applied for all measures, which are based on predefined standard bottom-

up methods or other methods for scaled or metered savings. 

ENSMOV provided remarkable information to the EEOS Administrator in relation to the upgrading of 

the bottom-up equations used by the obliged parties and mainly the national default values and in 

parallel to the development of new ones concerning additional energy efficiency measures. ENSMOV 

also provided considerable support to the EEOS Administrator in relation to “additionality”, as its 

conceptual meaning and applicability was better understood in a concise and comprehensible manner. 

Improvement of policy (re-)design and/or implementation – expert opinions 

Most burning issues 

• The expected implementation of programs concerning alternative measures announced by the 
government is expected to further help the energy efficiency market (i.e. these programs concern 
public buildings and SMEs). 

• Measures for which there has been a delay in their implementation such as “energy upgrading of public 
buildings”, “improvement in energy efficiency through energy service companies” and “energy 
managers in public buildings” are of critical importance. This is mostly because of the market barriers 
that they have faced thus far. The role of energy managers needs also to be upgraded from a legislative 
point of view. The new implementation period for the new obligation scheme that has been 
extensively redesigned is considered of importance as well as a higher share of the target is allocated 
to the obligated parties and more specifically to the realisation of technical measures. The operators 
also need to find their way to comply with the obligation from now on. 

Weaknesses in Article 7 policies 

• The main weaknesses concern the inadequacy of organizational structures for the management of the 
programs that are in the pipeline and also the lack of a clear operating regulatory framework that 
determines the details of financing through Energy Performance Contracts mainly for public buildings 
and facilities, which would greatly help to strengthen the direct available financial resources and in the 
quality implementation of the programs. 

• The role of energy managers needs to be highlighted and supported further from the regulatory 
framework. The role of energy service companies in the energy efficiency market in Greece is still 
limited and efforts that have been made to facilitate the procurement of public renovation works has 
yet to take effect. 
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Finally, the recommendations for the identification of the triggered side effects of the implemented 

measures is also beneficial improving the existing measurement framework. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

Improvement of MRV scheme – expert opinions 

Good Practices 

• The implementation of the EEOS started in 2017-2020 to meet 10% of the overall Article 7 target, 
which was exceeded by almost double the remaining target. So we could say that the contribution of 
the EEOS was significant and could be a successful policy instrument and at the same time the MRV 
system of the EEOS could be called very successful as it was accepted by the energy market without 
distortions and operated with complete transparency and clear way. 

• The applied MRV procedures within the EEOS both in the period 2017-2020 and in period 2022-2030. 

• The development of the information system for the implementation of the Greek EEOS. 

Key lessons learned 

• Implementation of MRV schemes for alternative measures: Existing structures such as Energy 
Performance Certificates (EPC) or energy audits were applied to MRV, thus ensuring lower operational 
and administrative costs. 

• implementation of MRV schemes for EEOS: The Hellenic EEOS Administrator (CRES) has developed a 
wide range of bottom-up equations for calculating energy savings from energy efficiency measures 
implemented by the various Obligated Bodies affected by the Directive, which must be updated on a 
regular basis. This bottom-up methodology helped to homogeneously monitor whether the energy 
efficiency measures applied by the obliged parties and at the same time ensuring with on-site checks 
the validity and completeness of their implementation, thus ensuring the MRV. 

• MRV schemes should be supported by appropriate training and personnel to facilitate policy makers 
in their work. They should be built in a user-friendly manner otherwise they become obsolete. In 
addition, intra and inter-ministerial cooperation among the different departments is crucial towards 
serving the scope of these MRV schemes. 

• Administrative costs should be reduced, applied procedures should be simplified and streamlined 
without jeopardising the compliance with the foreseen technical requirements, deemed methods 
should be developed for all energy efficiency interventions. 

Most burning issues 

• The most burning issues implementing of MRV schemes for the alternative measures in our country is 
that the existing MRV schemes will have to be upgraded and possibly replaced for the new period up 
to 2030, where in general the energy efficiency targets are more demanding. 

• The lack of formal institutionalisation of the work required to operate and use such MRV schemes to 
support the policy (re-)design processes. 

Weaknesses in MRV schemes 

• The operation of the MRV schemes in our country don't present concrete weaknesses both in the 
application of the Αlternative measures and for EEOS. 

• Lack of resources or specialised expertise for the majority of monitoring and verification schemes, lack 
of inter and intra-ministerial cooperation, the lack of formal institutionalisation of the work required 
to operate and use such MRV schemes to support the policy (re-)design processes. 
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3.13 Hungary 

3.13.1 Article 7 EED policies  

Hungary's cumulative savings target pursuant to Article 7 of the Energy Efficiency Directive amounts 

to 7.9 Mtoe for the period 2021 to 2030. Hungary plans to achieve this target through a combination 

of an energy savings obligation scheme (around 30% of energy savings) and alternative measures (see 

box below). The EEOS announced in the NECP was introduced in 2021. The main elements of the 

scheme such as level of obligation, obligated parties, reporting of energy savings are available on the 

website of the implementing body (the Hungarian Energy and Public Utility Regulatory Authority).6 

Experience and lessons of the first year of the Hungarian EEOS are described in Pálffy et al. (2022). 

 

 

 

 

6 https://www.enhat.mekh.hu/ekr 
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Energy Poverty 

The NECP puts an emphasis on energy poor households. The Life IP project (lignite phase out) will focus 

on energy poor households and the EEOS offers a bonus to obligated parties in case energy efficiency 

measures are implemented in energy poor households. 

A subscription-based electricity connection scheme is provided for households living in buildings that 

are deteriorated or unsuitable for renovation that ensures the electric heating of at least one room for 

families with small children.  

 

Energy Efficiency obligation scheme and alternative measures for 2021-2030 (ENSMOV Article 7 

platform) 

Energy Efficiency Obligation Scheme  

• EEO scheme (launched in 2021) for energy distributors and/or retail energy trade undertakings targeting 
the industry, household, public and services sectors 
 

Alternative measures (planned): 

• Subsidies from funding programmes  

• Tender programs  

• Corporate normative tax relief for energy efficiency measures 

• Integrated results of CSOK home creation support programme and Rural CSOK development support 
(primarily non-energy efficiency programs) 

• The “Bright Smart Institutions Program”  

• Energy efficiency improvements implemented in the Home Creation Saving Program 

• Measures to improve energy efficiency under the Modern Cities Program with budget support 

• Energy efficiency elements of the Hungarian Village Program 

• Energy efficiency elements of long-term program for settlements’ economic catching-up 

• Individual energy efficiency measures of municipalities 

• New energy efficiency development programmes for local governments  

• Financial assets imposed in the Electricity Act  

• Green Credit Program 

• Energy efficiency development effects of complex transport development programs  

• State financial support for the operation of public transport 

• Promoting electro-mobility (Jedlik Ányos Plan) and the implementation of Hungary’s new bus strategy 
concept and the Green Bus program 

• Mandatory employment of energy rapporteur at companies with significant energy consumption 

• Obligation to install energy sub-metering 

• National Energy Specialist Network – Promoting the energy efficient use of public buildings 

• Free energy advisory service to SMEs and individuals provided by the Hungarian Chamber of Engineers 

• Complex market development measures provided by strengthening the energy efficiency market (e.g. 
through innovation subsidies) 
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Improvement of policy (re-)design and/or implementation – expert opinions 

Good Practices 

• A new EEO scheme has been introduced in January 2021. This is good news, but success depends on 
the details of the EEO regulation, which are under development. The first pilot year has been a good 
start, but there is a lot more to do. Several minor decisions were already made in the wrong direction, 
partly due to covid and the war situation (e.g. deadline for the first year compliance for savings has 
been extended). 

• There were general elections in April 2022, the present Orban government remained in power. There 
were many changes in the responsible Ministry, and now new people responsible for the energy 
efficiency area are looking for expert information and quick solutions. The Ministry is now more 
inclusive in terms of consultations with experts, stakeholders, NGOs, etc. probably due to a lack of 
sufficient staff. 

• Unfortunately, we do not see yet how well the system works, the regulatory support for the 
functioning of the energy efficiency market is not sufficiently intensive and professional. 

• Mandatory appointment of an energy manager at enterprises with significant energy consumption 

• Energy audit obligation for large enterprises 

• Requirement for large energy consuming enterprises to install sub-metering 

• A supporting application has been developed on how to calculate the energy savings properly. 

• Technical support provided by MEKH 

Key lessons learned 

• Alternative measures have not delivered enough savings, 2020 targets have not been met. Therefore, 
a new EEO scheme has been introduced. There has been no systematic investigation why alternative 
measures have not delivered. A comprehensive redesign of measures would be necessary: eliminate 
or streamline measures with small savings, include energy saving criteria to all grant support measures. 
Still today (in 2022) there are grant support schemes for public buildings with 100% support intensity, 
but no public information is available on energy savings achieved. No strong effort is made to include 
private financing solutions. Energy efficiency lacks a strong policy commitment. 

• There is a high degree of uncertainty as to which energy efficiency projects meet EU regulatory 
requirements. There is no proper support for this. Commission Recommendation (EU) 2019/1658 
helped a lot in interpretation and practice, but it also does not provide a reassuring background for 
deciding how much energy savings can be accounted for a project. 

• In order to reach the cumulated energy savings target it is necessary to start the implementation of 
the supporting schemes at the beginning of an obligation period. 

• Policy implementation needs a lot of time and professional preparatory work. 

Most burning issues 

• Determining the scope of responsibilities of the market participants (auditors, obligated parties, 
regulator etc.) operating in the framework of the EEO scheme 

• As far as the EU funds are available, the initial period of the measures – when they would be really 
needed – is already left behind. It is difficult that the EU Multiannual Financial Framework (2021-2027) 
and the current obligation period start at the same time → difficulty to start the EEO scheme without 
an MFF agreement. 
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3.13.2 Status and improvement of MRV  

Monitoring and reporting are carried out by the executing authorities. A bill has been submitted that 

aims to assign the Hungarian Energy and Public Utility Regulatory Authority (HEA) as the responsible 

body for the verification of all energy efficiency policy measures from 2021. 

Improvement of policy (re-)design and/or implementation – expert opinions 

Weaknesses in Article 7 policies 

• Monitoring of alternative measures’ savings is very weak. 

• Monitoring of EEO savings seem to be better elaborated by MEHK. 

• Lack of sufficient staff and resources dealing with energy efficiency – both centrally and at the local 
level. Municipalities lack own energy experts. There is a strong bottleneck in terms of skills and 
available staff to implement residential energy efficiency works (change of boilers, insulation, etc.). 

• The regulator was not adequately prepared and its support is weak. 

• Monitoring the impact of energy efficiency measures; monitoring and verification need to be more 
detailed 

• Lack of clarity whether the calculation methods of energy savings comply with EU regulation 

• Lack of legal certainty 
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Improvement of MRV scheme – expert opinions 

Good Practices 

• A certificate registration system has been developed. 

• Introduction of new online MRV system for the Hungarian EEO scheme by MEKH: With the 
introduction of the new EEO scheme, the implementing body (MEHK) is putting a lot of effort to 
implement an IT based solution for the savings to be reported by obligated parties. MEKH has also 
been working intensively on the development of a catalogue of energy saving measures and 
methodologies for the savings calculation. For the first time in history of energy efficiency measures 
in Hungary, the EEO scheme is now paying attention to additionality, materiality, baseline, etc. – 
solutions are still not perfect, but evolving step by step. 

• MEKH deploys an online interface by adopting the Croatian Energy Management Information System 
(EMIS) to track the energy consumption of public institutions. There is continuous communication and 
knowledge transfer between EKONERG Ltd. and MEKH. MEKH launched the introduction of the EMIS 
system at five Regional Educational Centres and at a district municipality in the capital for testing 
purposes. MEKH is holding trainings and sharing the user manual to help them using the app. 

Key lessons learned 

• Adequate regulatory preparation and intention are required to develop an EEO scheme. 

• Lack of proper MRV makes it very difficult to report savings, in line with EED requirements. 

• Indicators must be well defined before the introduction of a subsidy programme and a suitable, 
integrated data collection system must be established at the beginning of the obligation period. 

• Regarding EMIS, best practices from APN (Croatian Real Estate Agency) turned out to be very useful. 

• An integrated MRV system is a must. 

• Involving future users in the testing phase improves the quality of MRV systems a lot. 

Most burning issues 

• Separation of politics and profession 

• Streamline MRV for alternative measures 

• Monitoring of the energy efficiency measures, monitoring the energy consumption of public 
institutions 

• The data collection for MRV purposes should be more unified. 

• Changing the old not user-friendly systems to new ones 

Weaknesses in MRV schemes 

• The MRV system should be developed first. 

• Formation, maintenance of and query from databases 

• Lack of technical support at certain policy (TAO) 
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3.14 Ireland 

3.14.1 Article 7 EED policies  

Ireland intends to achieve a cumulative amount of energy savings of 5.18 Mtoe under Article 7 of the 

Energy Efficiency Directive (cf. COM individual assessment report of the Irish NECP, p. 11). Ireland plans 

to achieve this savings target through a combination of an energy savings obligation scheme and 

alternative policy measures (see box below). The EEOS was subject to ongoing consultation during the 

time of publication of the NECP.  

 

 

Energy Efficiency obligation scheme and alternative measures for 2021-2030 (ENSMOV Article 7 

platform) 

Energy Efficiency Obligation Scheme  

• EEO scheme 
 

Alternative measures 

• SME Programme 

• Large Industry Energy Network (LIEN) 

• Building Regulations (2002, 2005, 2008, 2011, 2018, 2019 (proposed)) 

• Energy efficient boiler regulations 

• Accelerated Capital Allowances (AC) Public and private 

• VRT/Motor tax aligned with emissions 

 

 
Improvement of policy (re-)design and/or implementation – expert opinions 

Key lessons learned 

• An EEO is key, with clear targets in a number of sectors. The number and size of obligated companies 

should be carefully controlled (e.g., 10 to 20 companies, representing the target suppliers in their 

relevant energy streams). 

Most burning issues 

• Within an EEO scheme, obligated parties can be "controlled" via rules of the scheme, backed by a 

regulation. It is more difficult to apply this rigour to achieving savings through alternative measures 

(particularly when policy-based ones). 

Weaknesses in Article 7 policies 

• Difficulties in establishing additionality in the future 

• Larger targets under Article 7 (now 8) will place an even greater burden on obligated parties 
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Energy Poverty 

The EEOS includes a target for energy suppliers (5% of savings) to be achieved in energy poor 

households (defined as receiving certain welfare transfers or located in RAPID – Revitalising Areas by 

Planning). About 60% of EEO scheme savings in the residential sector (including energy poor) were also 

supported with grants from SEAI programmes. 

3.14.2 Status and improvement of MRV  

In the EEO scheme, final customers must have agreed to work being done prior to energy savings being 

realised. Obligated parties must implement an ISO 9001-aligned quality control process, use ISO 50015 

or IPMVMP for monitoring and verification and perform audits of samples of non-residential projects 

representing at least 20% of reported savings. The Strategic Energy Authority of Ireland audits 5-10% 

of projects, including on-site inspections. 

  
Improvement of MRV scheme – expert opinions 

Good Practices 

• Non-residential / commercial savings are based on IPMVP principles. 

• Obligated parties are required to adopt an ISO9001 approach towards quality (where the energy saving 

is "the product").  

• Obligated parties are encouraged / incentivised to work with ISO50001 certified companies (or ones 

with an established energy management system). 

Key lessons learned 

• A systematic approach (IPMVP, ISO50001, etc.) is a must. 
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3.15 Italy 

3.15.1 Article 7 EED policies  

Italy’s cumulative savings target pursuant to Article 7 of the Energy Efficiency Directive amounts to 

51.4 Mtoe (50,98 Mtoe calculated on the basis of the average consumption of end-use energy 

consumption in 2016, 2017 and 2018) for the period 2021 to 2030. Italy plans to achieve this target 

through a combination of an energy savings obligation scheme (white certificates scheme) and 

alternative policy measures (see box below) that are already implemented. In the framework of white 

certificates, an auction mechanism will be introduced for the achievement of target, in parallel with 

the existing market-based scheme. In the next years, the alternative measures are planned to be 

reformed and strengthened in order to reach the energy savings targets. It is expected that tax 

deductions for the renovation of existing buildings and the white certificates scheme will have the 

largest share in target achievement. The policy measures addressing the transport sector will also 

make a significant contribution to achieving the energy savings target. Regarding the contributions of 

the individual sectors to the achievement of the target, the highest energy savings are expected in the 

residential sector followed by the transport sector, the tertiary sector and industry. 

 

Energy Poverty 

In Italy, there is no official definition of energy poverty. The tools currently in force – tax relief for 

energy renovation of buildings (so-called “Ecobonus”), Thermal Account – can undergo, if suitably 

Energy Efficiency obligation scheme and alternative measures for 2021-2030 (ENSMOV Article 7 

platform, NECP 2020) 

Energy Efficiency Obligation Scheme  

• White certificates scheme addressing the tertiary, industry and transport sectors 

Alternative measures 

• Tax reliefs for energy efficiency interventions and recovery of the existing building stock (Ecobonus) 

• Heat thermal account 

• National energy efficiency fund 

• Industry 4.0 

• Programme for Energy Renovation of the buildings of the Central Public Administration (PREPAC) 

• Energy efficiency interventions programme promoted by the 2021-2027 cohesion policies 

• National information and Training Plan for Energy Efficiency (PIF) 

• Set of measures for sustainable mobility: renewal of the fleet of local public transport vehicles; 
measures for the modal shift in goods transport; other measures (renewal of goods and private vehicle 
fleet, modal shift in passenger transport and development of transport infrastructure) 
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modified and coordinated, to counteract the phenomenon of energy poverty in Italy. A tax relief is, in 

particular, relevant for energy poverty; the measure was first extended (Budget Law 2017) to families 

in energy poverty, through the option of assigning credit for incapable individuals and subsequently 

(Budget Law 2018) the extension to autonomous institutions for public housing / social housing was 

introduced. In 2020 a new tax relief scheme, super bonus, was introduced. Thanks to it, it is possible, 

in case of deep renovation, to have the building refurbished without the need to anticipate money 

since the fiscal benefit can be transferred to the company implementing the refurbishment. This can 

contribute to pushing interventions for people living in fuel poverty conditions, even though this was 

not enough to address the issue. 

 

Improvement of policy (re-)design and/or implementation – expert opinions 

Good Practices 

• White certificates, which allow to subsidy measures with full monitored savings 

• State incentives (e.g. white certificates, thermal account, ecobonus) 

• White certificates, especially for the industry sector 

Key lessons learned 

• Designing and operating a policy scheme needs time and expert professionals to implement significant 
measures 

• Regulation not always prompt to catch stakeholders’ needs and face the barriers 

• When designing an energy savings obligation scheme, it is important to guarantee the demand-side 
and stimulate the market of energy efficiency. The White Certificate scheme in Italy has been very 
successful in creating and fostering synergies among stakeholders (obligated parties, ESCOs, traders, 
final consumers) creating value and opportunities for all of them. Also, the White Certificate Scheme 
is mainly based on measured savings (not estimation), i.e. real impacts are achieved.  

Most burning issues 

• Taxation of large CO2 emitters 

• The White Certificate scheme is experiencing a critical moment, due to the lack of liquidity in the 
market of certificates. Also, too much bureaucracy is still associated with obtaining the White 
Certificate incentive, especially compared to alternative measures (in particular fiscal benefits) that 
are much easier to obtain but that are not measuring real savings and are less cost-efficient (€/toe 
saved) for the country. 

• The White Certificate mechanism still has a lot of potential that is not being captured. Simplification is 
needed and final consumers (mainly enterprises) must re-gain trust on the incentive (more stability 
and certainty on the procedures are needed). Too much burden is requested in those aspects related 
to measures and algorithm of energy savings calculation. Some alternative measures (i.e. fiscal benefits 
or eco-bonus) are effectively fostering and supporting energy efficiency measures, but they are mainly 
suitable for residential/commercial/transport sector, whereas they can't really handle complexity and 
lack of standardization typical of the industrial sector. 

• Revision of Energy Efficiency Fund, which can enhance the effectiveness of the scheme  
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3.15.2 Status and improvement of MRV  

In the White Certificates scheme, obligated or eligible parties can submit online application proposals. 

GSE (which manages the scheme) reviews their documentation and validates it within 60 to 90 days, 

then GME (responsible for the market) issues the certificates. Certificates are usually credited on an 

annual basis for 5 years. The period of time over which certificates are credited can vary from 3 years, 

for behavioral change projects, to 10 years, for more complex projects. 

With the new guidelines, published in 2017 and 2018, calculation of energy savings has to be done 

either through a new type of standard projects (with deemed savings plus mandatory measurement 

of a sample of similar projects) or through projects with monitoring plans (metered savings subject to 

pre-validation of the proposal by GSE, then certificates issued based on measurement). The 

measurement takes place with an approach in line with IPMVP option B and hourly meters are needed 

to measure energy consumption both for the ex-ante and ex-post energy consumption. 

  Improvement of MRV scheme – expert opinions 

Good Practices 

• Exploitation of EPC projects on public systems 

• Consumption monitoring with electronic and remote-readable energy meters 

• Data that can be extracted from the energy distributors portal 

• IPMVP protocol for measurement and verification of savings 

Key lessons learned 

• It takes time to be implemented and there is a need of professionals, but the achievements and goals 
reached are not discussed. 

• MRV resulted in technological development of new devices. 

• Measuring allows to quantify consumption and efficiencies. 

• Energy savings measured and verified are real and tangible in the cashflows. Calculating energy 
efficiency impacts is not easy at all, a structured approach and a solid database is needed. 

Most burning issues 

• Finding a balance between accuracy of measurement and its cost-effectiveness  

• Improvement of Monitoring, Reporting, Verification (MRV) Schemes 

• The lack of retroactive action at the end of the verification step 

• More accurate approaches on how to calculate CO2 emissions and report energy savings 

Weaknesses in MRV schemes 

• Lack of awareness in understanding benefits of MRV 

• Complexity of MRV and little knowledge by operators 

• Little flexibility on reporting of measurement and reporting of ex-ante consumption in white 
certificates scheme 

•  
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3.16 Latvia 

3.16.1 Article 7 EED policies  

Latvia notified a cumulative energy savings target of 1,760 ktoe (73.7 PJ; 20,472 GWh) to be achieved 

under Article 7 of the Energy Efficiency Directive for the period 2021-2030. Latvia aims to achieve the 

energy savings target via a combination of an EEOS, several alternative policy measures targeting the 

residential, industry and transport sectors, and taxation measures.  

 

Energy Poverty 

Poor households may benefit from some general energy policies. The EEO scheme stipulates that 

electricity suppliers should reach a known energy saving target by informing consumers about 

opportunities to improve energy efficiency and promoting energy efficiency measures. The ‘Live 

Warmer’ measure is an agreement signed by different stakeholders in the public and private sector to 

promote energy renewal in cooperation and provision of information to households. 

Energy poverty reduction solutions are developed within NRP “Energy”, as well as within the 

international “STEP” project (within Horizon2020). The solutions developed under these projects will 

be included in the update of the Plan in 2023. 

 

Energy Efficiency obligation scheme and alternative measures for 2021-2030 (ENSMOV Article 7 

platform) 

Energy Efficiency Obligation Scheme  

• EEO scheme for electricity retailers, currently achieving their energy savings obligation mainly by 
informative and educational measures, as well as measures to improve the efficiency of lighting 

 

Alternative measures 

• Informing energy consumers on energy efficiency 

• Energy efficiency improvements in public sector buildings (municipal and governmental) 

• Electrification of the Latvian railway network 

• Energy efficiency improvements in residential buildings 

• Improvement of tax system for energy efficiency and RES technologies 

• Support for low emission vehicles 

• Energy efficiency improvements in industry 
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3.16.2 Status and improvement of MRV  

The EEO scheme so far was supervised by the Department of Energy Policy Administration of the 

Ministry of Economics. Each obligated party draws an energy efficiency improvement action plan in 

order to reach the obligation target for each commitment period and submits it to the responsible 

ministry. By 31 March each year, the obligated party shall submit to the responsible ministry 

amendments of the plan if necessary. The submissions can be done online. The responsible ministry 

has the right to involve experts independent of the obligated parties in the inspection/assessment of 

the energy savings report of the previous year. 
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3.17 Lithuania 

3.17.1 Article 7 EED policies  

Lithuania's cumulative savings target pursuant to Article 7 of the Energy Efficiency Directive is 27,3 

TWh for the period 2021 to 2030. Lithuania will comply with the requirements of Article 7 EED by 

means of a combination of alternative measures, voluntary agreements, and energy savings obligation 

schemes (see box below). These measures are aimed mainly at buildings and transport sectors, as well 

as industry sector.  These policies and measures are focused on priority areas in the context of the 

clean transition, such as renovation of buildings (both private and public) with a priority focus on 

residential buildings. Cross-cutting policies such as taxation will play a key role, with 6 TWh energy 

savings expected to be achieved from various excise duties applicable to fuels. 

 

 

Energy Poverty 

In Lithuania, policies and measures to tackle energy poverty aim for policy coherence and promote a 

cross-sectoral approach covering the areas of energy efficiency, household income, energy prices and 

consumer information (NECP). This can be seen apparently in the combination of financial support and 

energy efficiency measures. For example, the Ministry of Social Security and Labour is currently 

applying financial support mechanisms to help vulnerable people keep their homes adequately warm 

(NECP). Additionally, Lithuania aims to ensure that energy prices meet consumers’ needs. Another 

important issue mentioned in the NECP is consumer awareness, because well-informed consumers 

obtain financial support more easily and generally use energy more efficiently. 

Alternative measures for 2021-2030 (NECP 2021-2030) 

• Impact of higher excise duties and taxes on fuel consumption 

• Renovation /modernization of multi-apartment buildings 

• Renovation of public buildings 

• Agreements with energy suppliers on consumer education and consulting 

• SPI relief for industrial enterprises 

• Energy saving agreements with energy companies 

• Modernisation of street lighting systems 

• Replacing boilers with more efficient technologies 

• Modernisation of indoor heating and hot water system in multi-apartment buildings 

• Improving energy efficiency in enterprises 

• Renovation of private houses 
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In order to achieve a holistic solution to energy poverty, existing and planned measures are divided 

into four groups relating to energy efficiency, energy prices, low household incomes and consumer 

awareness.  

Energy Efficiency: Prioritisation of buildings with socially vulnerable residents in renovation projects, 

Modernisation of indoor heating and hot water systems in multi-apartment buildings (“small 

renovation”), renovation/modernisation of multi-apartment buildings, renovation of private houses, 

replacing boilers with more efficient technologies. 

Energy prices: Deregulation of retail electricity prices for domestic consumers (excluding socially 

vulnerable ones); national-level portal for energy consumers. 

Low household income: Reimbursement of domestic heating costs; payment of the loan taken out for 

the renovation/modernisation of multi-apartment buildings as well as interest on behalf of persons 

eligible for reimbursement of domestic heating costs, reimbursement of drinking and hot water costs, 

legal protection of vulnerable consumers. 

Consumer awareness: Agreements with energy suppliers on consumer education and consulting on 

energy issues, information on the reimbursement of domestic heating and water costs and calculator, 

energy poverty and efficiency consultations are included in the social services catalogue. 

 

Improvement of policy (re-)design and/or implementation – expert opinions 

Good Practices 

• During one of the meetings, colleagues from another country provided honest and very open answers 
regarding a financial scheme in their country to implement Art. 5 of the EED. Their answers affirmed 
what we knew – the measures to renovate public buildings (central government) need grants or 
subsidies of at least 30-40 % to be viable and implementable, not financial mechanisms or revolving 
funds. Considering that, we changed the conditions of our scheme to offer grants and higher repayable 
subsidies. We expect that this change will boost renovations of public buildings substantially. 

• Public buildings renovation 

• Agreements with energy suppliers on consumer education and counselling 

Key lessons learned 

• Once again, we confirmed that even the best example of measures, schemes or national regulation 
cannot be taken and directly, or even with small modifications, transposed into national system. Each 
measure and scheme must be tailored to national regulation specifications, financial climate and 
opportunities and even mentality. 

• Improvement of verification and monitoring of energy policy measures 

Most burning issues 

• Additionality of energy savings 
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3.17.2 Status and improvement of MRV  

The Ministry of Energy of the Republic of Lithuania is responsible for setting and reaching energy 

efficiency targets. Lithuanian Energy Agency is responsible for collecting information about energy 

savings and calculating energy savings. 

Information about energy saving measures is submitted to LEA by energy utilities, agencies responsible 

for the administration of said measures, Lithuanian Statistics Department and other institutions 

(ministries, public bodies). All this is done manually and no longer sustainable given the increase in 

amount of data required to gather, assess, verify and calculate. That is why LEA is now developing an 

IT solution – information gathering database for all energy saving measures and in parallel 

updating/streamlining calculation methodologies. As was always the case – training and increasing 

knowledge of experts working with energy efficiency and energy saving calculations remains the top 

priority. 

 

  
Improvement of MRV scheme – expert opinions 

Good Practices 

• Lithuania has a very solid Energy audit quality assurance system. It runs for four years now and it 
proves to be very well suited for the needs.  

• Change to the information gathering and submitting scheme. We have separated more clearly the 
responsibilities of several involved institutions and updated recommendations for the information 
providers on what information they have to submit and exactly when and how to do it. Results quite 
shortly showed that the new system works much better. 

• We are starting the development of effective IT tools or platforms for MRV. 

Key lessons learned 

• One of the most important lessons is that information management systems based on IT are the key. 
Long gone are the days of paper forms. A robust database is an essential tool for information gathering, 
assessment, verification and reporting. 

• Not less important is the direct contact with partners and stakeholders – no meaningful cooperation 
can be done without it. 

• Open data is very important. Easily accessible data is essential for all stakeholders. 

• Improvement of MRV schemes is in process. 

Most burning issues 

• Fast data collection 
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3.18 Luxembourg 

3.18.1 Article 7 EED policies 

 The cumulative final energy savings in the period 2021-2030 amount to 97.3 TWh. The calculation is 

based on an energy efficiency target scenario of 44% in 2030 according to EU PRIMES 2007. 

Luxembourg plans to continue the EEO scheme and introduce new or strengthened alternative policy 

measures such as voluntary agreements for industry, an energy audit scheme and financial 

instruments (see box below). Some of these measures are connected/integrated in the EEO scheme.  

 

Energy Poverty 

In addition to Luxembourg’s general strategy for tackling poverty, there are some measures in place 

to support people affected by energy poverty. The social assistance legislation stipulates that persons 

satisfying the conditions to social assistance are entitled (under specific conditions) to a minimum 

provision of energy if they are unable to cover their electricity or gas bills. In the transport sector huge 

investments in infrastructure development were made and free public transport was introduced from 

2020. Moreover, targeted programmes are in place or will be implemented (e.g. ‘the heating oil 

replacement programme’) providing significant financial incentives for switching from fossil fuels to 

Energy Efficiency obligation scheme and alternative measures for 2021-2030 (ENSMOV Article 7 

platform, NECP 2020) 

Energy Efficiency Obligation Scheme  

• EEO scheme with a final energy savings target for the period 2021-2030 set at 1.2 to 1.5% per year and 
covering all sectors 

• creation of new energy savings instruments for industry, small and medium-sized enterprises and large 
office buildings: de-risking financial instrument, transparency platform for energy audits, exemplary role 
of public buildings) 

 

Alternative measures 

• Strategies and measures aimed at creating a monitoring tool for businesses and future measures and 
framework conditions to support energy efficiency in industry 

• Voluntary agreement to improve energy efficiency in the industrial sector (‘Accord volontaire’) 

• Energy audits transparency platform (with consideration to make the implementation of the results of 
the ‘Accord volontaire’ audits mandatory and to establishing an additional financial instrument in 
cooperation with the EIB (European Investment Bank) 

• De-risking financial instrument (development and promotion of a pre-financing and risk management 
tool for industry and SMEs) 

• Lean & Green programme (label for logistic and transport company that can demonstrate to achieve a 
20% reduction in CO2 emissions over the next 5 years 
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renewable energy sources. They should make the switch also attractive for homeowners with low 

incomes. 

3.18.2 Status and improvement of MRV  

Obligated parties have to report their energy savings each year (before 31 March). Actions are reported 

according to a standard template defined by the Ministry of Economy. Complementary details have to 

be documented and kept for 10 years in case of control (especially the documentation of the type of 

intervention with the final customer and the attestation of anteriority). 

Independent consultancies perform annual random controls of a representative sample of actions, 

under the supervision of the Ministry of Economy. The control of 5% of the energy efficiency measures 

validated for 2015 is currently in progress. 
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3.19 Malta  

3.19.1 Article 7 EED policies  

Malta’s energy market has specific characteristics such as the existence of a single electricity 

distributor, the absence of natural gas or district heating and cooling networks, a small number and 

size of fuel suppliers and small market size. These characteristics limit the range of measures available 

to meet the Article 7 energy savings obligations (NECP 2019). 

Article 7(1)(b) of the revised Energy Efficiency Directive recognizes this and requires Malta to achieve 

new annual energy savings in the period 2021-2030 equivalent to 0.24% of annual final energy 

consumption averaged over the most recent three-year period prior to 1 January 2019. The provisional 

average final energy consumption in the period 2016-2018 amounts to 622.7 ktoe, which translates 

into an average of 1.5 ktoe of new energy savings required each year or cumulative energy savings of 

82.2 ktoe for the period 2021-2030. 

The energy savings will be achieved by different alternative measures targeting all end-use sectors (see 

box below). A focus is put on the water sector that represents a significant share of the energy 

consumption in Malta. 

 

Energy Poverty 

The Maltese government implemented several policy measures to alleviate energy poverty (cf. NECP 

2019) including 

Alternative measures for 2021-2030 (NECP 2019) 

• Transport: policies and measures to achieve low-emission mobility (including electrification of 
transport) (cf. 2025 Transport Malta Master plan, Section 3.1.3 iii) and transport scrappage scheme 

• Set up a scheme to promote and encourage energy efficiency investments in industry (investment aid 

• Launch of new schemes to incentivise the installation of solar water heaters, air to water heat pumps 
and photovoltaic panels 

• Government Leading by Example:  
o roll-out energy efficient street lighting 
o electricity tariffs that incorporate a built-in mechanism to promote end-use energy savings 

including a “rising block tariff” and an eco-reduction mechanism 

• Water Demand Management (water efficiency) measures such as distribution network leakage 
identification and control 

• Nation-wide campaign by the Energy and Water Agency to raise awareness of optimised and efficient 
use of water resources including household visits (especially in vulnerable households) 
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• The Energy Benefit scheme administered by the Department of Social Security within the Ministry 

for the Family, Children’s Rights and Social Solidarity: Vulnerable households receive a direct 

reduction in their utility bills. 

• The Eco-reduction scheme: Households that consume (i) less than 2,000 electricity units per year 

in a single household; or (ii) less than 1,750 electricity units per person in a two or more-person 

household receive a direct rebate of 15-25% of their electricity bills. This scheme is intended to 

incentivise energy efficiency and low energy consumption as well as low energy bills of low-

income households. 

• Provision of professional advice (free-of-charge) by the Energy and Water Agency to vulnerable 

and low-income households on energy efficient appliances and behaviour. 

• Financial schemes for low-income/vulnerable households aiming at the replacement of old and 

inefficient appliances. 

• Home Support scheme by the Energy and Water Agency offering households visits to explain the 

concept of energy and water savings. 
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3.20 Netherlands  

3.20.1 Article 7 EED policies  

According to the NECP, the cumulative energy savings for the Netherlands in the period 2021 to 2030 

is expected to amount to 925 PJ. For reaching this target, various alternative measures are used (see 

box below). A number of existing policies will be continued in this NECP period, for example the 

Environment and Planning Act, energy taxes (ODE), or energy investment deductions (EIA). 

Additionally, measures will focus on buildings, industry, agriculture and land-use, transport, and the 

public sector. 

 

 

Alternative measures for 2021-2030 (ENSMOV Article 7 platform) 

• CO2 price electricity sector 

• BOSA: Promoting the construction and maintenance of sports accommodations  

• VAT (Value Added Tax): reduced rate for insulation 

• Digital platform 

• Energy Performance Requirement for Offices (Label C) 

• Climate campaign: ledereen doet wat (Everyone does something) 

• MMIP (Multi-annual Mission-oriented Innovation Programmes and Sub-programmes) 3. Acceleration of 
energy renovation in the built-up environment 

• MMIP 4. Renewable heat (and cooling) in the built-up environment (including greenhouse horticulture) 

• MMIP 5. The new energy system in the built-up environment in balance 

• MIA Vamil Environmental Investment Rebate and the Arbitrary depreciation of environmental 
investments 

• BL/BL-plus Agriculture Guarantee & GL Agriculture Guarantee 

• CO2 sector system 

• EHG Energy Efficient and Renewable Energy Greenhouse Horticulture (& Precursors IMM Investments 
in Environmentally Friendly Measures & IRE Investments in Energy Savings) 

• MEI Market introduction for energy innovations 

• Kas als energiebron (Greenhouse as an energy source) Programme 

• Convenant Schone en Zuinige Agrosectoren (Clean and Energy-efficient Agrosectors Agreement) 
(Agroconvenant) 

• GD203 Het Nieuwe Draaien 

• Vehicle taxation: BPM, MRB and income tax addition 

• “Kies de best band” (Choose the best tire) Campaign 

• HNR Het Nieuwe Rijden 

• National Charging Infrastructure Agenda 

• Truck levy 

• MMIP 9. Innovative transmission and use of sustainable energy carriers for mobility 

• MMIP 10. Targeted transport movements for people and good 
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Energy Poverty 

According to the NECP, the Netherlands do not have specific objectives related to energy poverty. 

Support for households with a lower income is part of the general social policy. However, a scheme 

that prevents people who cannot pay their energy bill from being disconnected, does exist. 

 

3.20.2 Status and improvement of MRV  

Long-Term Agreements on Energy Efficiency (LTAs) are a good example. In 2010 a new monitoring 

methodology for reporting gross energy savings was introduced. Since then, companies have to report 

their energy efficiency improvements in their processor chain based on bottom-up energy savings per 

energy efficiency project. Other influential factors, like climate, production scale, or changed product 

specifications do not count towards energy efficiency improvements anymore. 

 

 

Improvement of policy (re-)design and/or implementation – expert opinions 

Good Practices 

• As part of the Environment and Planning act, all enterprises with an annual energy consumption of 
50,000 kWh or 25,000 m3 natural gas(-equivalent) are obliged to take all energy efficiency measures 
with a payback period of five years or fewer. Additionally, these enterprises have a notification 
obligation to indicate which measures they have and have not taken. In the coming years, this 
obligation will intensify by stricter monitoring and enforcement, but also by extending the number of 
enterprises and measures that fall under this obligation. 

Key lessons learned 

• Energy efficiency under Article 7 EED is inherently difficult to measure, because one cannot observe 
savings. Changes in energy consumption can be observed, but to attribute this to single policy 
measures is difficult. The monitoring of Article 3 is a lot easier in that sense. 

Most burning issues 

• Critical at the moment is the remaining energy savings potential in different sectors and how to realize 
this potential. Another potential bottleneck is the lack of technical personnel to take all the different 
measures. 

Weaknesses in Article 7 policies 

• The Netherlands do not see weaknesses in its policy approach. However, Article 7 should not be seen 
in isolation. The EED measures are falsely looked at as stand-alone actions due to the target linked to 
Article 7. Energy efficiency is cross-sectoral and one of the pieces of the CO2 puzzle contributing to CO2 
reduction. Policies in the Netherlands are developed and implemented with this in mind and not 
developed in isolation in order to be in a position to book the highest level of Article 7 savings. 
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Improvement of MRV scheme – expert opinions 

Good Practices 

• Improved use of monitoring data to allocate energy savings to end use sectors 

• The calculated energy savings are also used to estimate the CO2 emission reductions. 

Key lessons learned 

• Setting up monitoring in a new policy measure in such a way that energy savings can be calculated 
easily 

• Importance of consistent classifications across multiple policy measures and the ability to link data 
with other registers (like with Chamber of Commerce) 

Most burning issues 

• Improving the use of (bottom-up) monitoring data from the implementation of policy measures in 
sectoral (top-down) models, in order to strengthen the causality between policy actions and modelled 
energy savings 

• The need for approved methods and parameters to calculate energy savings resulting from volume or 
structural changes (such as a modal shift in transport) 

• Good practices in collecting and processing monitoring data on energy savings efficiently with high 
volume of records (>1000 p.a.), including ways to correct for double counting 

• A suitable platform where energy savings from multiple (sub)sectors can be collected, analysed and 
reported from 

Weaknesses in MRV schemes 

• Not all policies in the Netherlands explicitly aim to save energy, but only as a means to reduce CO2 
emissions and/or to increase renewable energy production. In theory, energy savings from such 
policies could be counted towards the energy savings obligation, but in practice this is challenging as 
monitoring data is not always available / suitable to calculate energy savings. This limits the possibility 
to monitor energy savings, while lower CO2 emissions, energy consumption and/or higher renewable 
energy production can be observed. This creates the need for a monitoring system which raises 
administrative costs, while it does not necessarily result in additional energy savings. 

• Correcting for double counting can be challenging when this needs to be done at the individual action 
/ measure level. This requires (very) detailed and consistent monitoring data. 
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3.21 Poland 

3.21.1 Article 7 EED policies  

The national energy efficiency target for 2030 was set at the level of 23% reduction of primary energy 

consumption comparing the PRIMES 2017 forecast, leading to a reduction of primary energy 

consumption by approx. 27.3 Mtoe. 

Measures for reducing energy consumption are considered as being of high importance, as they have 

positive effects on all other dimensions of the NECP. Poland plans to reach the target with a White 

Certificates Scheme plus three alternative measures in the buildings and transport sectors.  

 

Energy Poverty 

The changes to the Act on supporting thermomodernisation and renovation have been introduced 

(Stop Smog programme), to enable inclusion of local governments at the municipality level in the 

implementation of low-emission projects targeted at the energy poor in their territory. Those could be 

financed in part from the Thermomodernisation and Renovation Fund which will make the 

Thermomodernisation and Renovation Fund a policy measure which takes into account actions 

targeted at households affected by energy poverty. Beneficiaries of State aid will include, in particular, 

persons who meet certain income and/or property criteria, i.e. state aid for thermomodernisation and 

renovation projects will also take into account social aspects, such as energy poverty. 

Energy Efficiency Obligation Scheme and Alternative Measures (Source: ENSMOV Article 7 

platform) 

Energy Efficiency Obligation Scheme  

• Energy efficiency obligation scheme (white certificate scheme) 

Alternative measures 

• Thermomodernisation and Renovation Fund 

• Tax relief for expenditure on thermomodernisation of single-dwelling residential buildings 

• Development of public transport in cities 
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3.21.2 Status and improvement of MRV  

The Energy Regulatory Office is responsible for the management of the EEOS. All projects require an 

ex-ante audit and only projects above 100 ktoe/year require an ex-post audit. The Energy Regulatory 

Office has the right to organise random controls of the audits and to apply penalties in case of false 

information presented in the audit. 

 

 
 

  

Improvement of policy (re-)design and/or implementation – expert opinions 

Good Practices 

• Programmes to retrofit buildings 

• White Certificates 

Key lessons learned 

• The alternative measures can achieve substantial energy savings. 

• What is required from policy to align with Article 7 targets and upcoming changes from Fit for 55 

Most burning issues 

• Obligated parties prefer to pay the substitution fee than to carry out projects 

• Engagement of ESCOs 

• Aggregation of smaller measures 

• Targeting specific sectors (ICT, agriculture) 

• Standardisation of deemed savings methodologies for smaller/common measures 

• Use of IT tools for data collection 

Weaknesses in Article 7 policies 

• With respect to the EEOS we are struggling with the unblocking of the system; the procedure for 
obtaining a certificate is very long. 

• Organisation of the application process (long and underfunded with almost no tools to simplify the 
process or make it more standardised) 

• Low level of the buy-out fee limiting the implementation of measures 

Improvement of MRV scheme – expert opinions 

Good Practices 

• New platform for aggregating final energy savings achieved by alternative measures (operates shortly 
so still many issues and adjustments may happen) 

Most burning issues 

• Introducing IT tools for MRV of White Certificates scheme 

Weaknesses in MRV schemes 

• Long process for applicants that do not use IT tools 
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3.22 Portugal  

3.22.1 Article 7 EED policies  

The cumulative energy savings target for the period 2021-2030 amounts to 6,739,682 toe. Policies and 

measures for achieving this target will include renovating buildings and NZEB, measures regarding the 

decarbonisation of mobility and transport as well as of the industry sector, promoting rational energy 

use in agroforestry, and making current electric equipment more efficient. 

 

Energy Poverty 

No specific alternatives measures have been specified in NECP in order to address energy poverty 

within the framework of Article 7 of the EED. However, a long-term strategy will be developed to 

combat energy poverty.  

3.22.2 Status and improvement of MRV  

According to the fourth NEEAP (2017), the Directorate-General of Energy and Geology (DGEG), under 

the responsibility of the Ministry of Economy, and the Executive Committee of the NEEAP 

Management Structure are responsible for monitoring and guaranteeing the results of the planned 

energy efficiency measures. 

A holistic framework for the monitoring and measurement of the delivered energy savings has been 

developed ensuring the compliance’s verification of defined goals for each measure separately and the 

Alternative measures for 2021-2030 (ENSMOV Article 7 platform) 

Promote more efficient equipment 

• Promote the substitution of inefficient electric equipment 

• Promote adequate dissemination of information and communication for the new generation of energy 
labels due to the implementation of Regulation (EU) 2017/1369 

Ensure improvements in the management of energy consumption in the different sectors of the national 
economy 

• Promote the creation of an Energy Efficiency and Consumption Management System 

• Promote the optimisation and resilience of water services 
Implement more efficient practices in energy and water use in agriculture and forestry 

• Promote energy and water efficiency 

• Create Energy Efficiency Regulations in Agriculture and Forestry 
Promote energy and resource efficiency 

• Promote the implementation of more efficient technologies 

• Promote highly-efficient cogeneration based on renewable sources of energy 

• Review the Energy Efficiency Regulations for Industry 
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continuous and comparative assessment of the implemented measures through their cost-benefit 

ratio. A combination of top-down and bottom-up monitoring indicators are utilised for quantifying the 

achieved energy savings including other means, such as the issued Energy Performance Certificates 

and various periodic surveys and evaluation reports. 
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3.23 Romania 

3.23.1 Article 7 EED policies  

In order to comply with the obligations of Article 7 Romania must reach a cumulated energy savings of 

10.12 Mtoe in 2021-2030. This target is to be achieved with the help of alternative measures. These 

measures include for example building renovation in the residential and tertiary sector, a push of 

energy performance contracting and other energy efficiency service models, and measures in the 

industry and transport sector. 

 

Energy Poverty 

In Romania, several measures are planned to tackle the country’s energy poverty rate. Energy 

efficiency measures are planned for vulnerable consumers in order to reduce final energy consumption 

and cut electricity or heating costs. Many measures are interconnected with general social policy 

measures, as the Ministry of Labour and Social Protection is responsible for preparing the national 

action plan for energy poverty cases. The NECP lists the following measures: 

• Regulating and defining the vulnerable consumer and means for their financing 

• Providing non-financial support for vulnerable low-income consumers (possibility of payment 

rescheduling) 

• Implementation of the National Social Assistance Computer System 

• Aid for home heating in accordance with Government Emergency Order No 70/2011 

• Ensuring just transition in terms of social and economic impact for the mono-industrial regions 

(e.g. regions depending on coal industry) 

Alternative measures for 2021-2030 (NECP 2020) 

• (draft) Long-term Renovation Strategy (LTRS) 

• Digitalisation of the Romanian energy system 

• Implementation of demand-response measures (dynamic prices) 

• Energy performance contracting in the public sector 

• Renewing the vehicle stock 

• Developing and promoting alternative mobility 

• Increasing public information and awareness 

• MEPS for industrial processes 

• Energy audits 
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3.23.2 Status and improvement of MRV  

According to the provisions of Art. 3 paragraph (2) b) of Law no. 121/2014 on energy efficiency, the 

Department for Energy Efficiency within the Romanian Energy Regulatory Authority (ANRE) monitors 

the stage of implementation of the National Action Plan of energy efficiency and related national 

programmes, as well as energy savings from energy services and other measures. ANRE’s databases 

constitute the main data sources for monitoring and reporting of implemented energy efficiency 

measures in different industry sectors. The monitoring procedure is based on the annual reporting of 

the total energy consumption statement, the analysis questionnaire for energy consumers and energy 

efficiency programmes, which includes energy consumption, implemented measures in the last 3 

years, planned measures and investments, and updated energy efficiency master-plans on annual 

basis. The reported energy savings are assumed by the economic operators, municipalities and the 

ministries involved in the NEEAP IV implementation, while ANRE aggregates the data received. 

 

  

Improvement of policy (re-)design and/or implementation – expert opinions 

Good Practices 

• The annual reports on energy efficiency of SMEs consisting of one report regarding energy savings and 
a second report regarding the energy efficiency measures that economic operators will implement. 

Key lessons learned 

• The need of SMEs for financing energy efficiency measures that result in higher energy savings and 
refurbishment. 

Most burning issues 

• The lack of public financing sources dedicated to energy efficiency. 

Weaknesses in Article 7 policies 

• Insufficient incentives for implementing qualitative energy audits on which the reporting is based. 

Improvement of MRV scheme – expert opinions 

Good Practices 

• The authorized energy managers and auditors that perform the energy efficiency reporting 

Key lessons learned 

• The importance of IT tools in supporting the MRV Schemes 

Most burning issues 

• The insufficient reporting from large consumers and SMEs 

Weaknesses in MRV schemes 

• The insufficient human resources to manage all the MRV’s components 
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3.24 Slovakia  

3.24.1 Article 7 EED policies  

According to the NECP, the cumulative final energy savings to be achieved from 2021 to 2030 are 

47,877.5 GWh, or 870.5 GWh per year. It is planned to reach this target exclusively through alternative 

policy measures, so no mandatory schemes will be introduced. Synergies between the various 

measures have to be maximised in order to reach the best contribution possible to all energy and 

climate targets. An important role plays the private building sector. The requirements for building 

renovation will increase, leading to a better building performance. Another sector with a huge energy 

efficiency potential is industry. Due to its structure, industry in Slovakia is one of the most energy-

intensive in the EU. Although some successes have already been achieved, there is still a high energy 

efficiency potential in the industry sector. Additionally, the public sector will be addressed by the 

policies and measures, as there is still considerable potential for energy savings. 

 

Energy Poverty 

The elimination of energy poverty is a long-term process of adopting legislative adjustments, 

interministerial measures, and setting up support mechanisms and systemic and operational solutions. 

In Slovakia, no direct instrument to tackle energy poverty is implemented. However, several policies 

will reduce the risk for energy poverty: The consistent implementation of the set legislative framework 

will lead to a reduction in the energy intensity of households and thus to a reduction in the number of 

people suffering from energy poverty. Despite the effective implementation of these measures, there 

Alternative measures for 2021-2030 (ENSMOV Article 7 platform) 

• The obligations on energy efficiency laid down by generally binding legislation beyond the obligations 
imposed by EU regulations 

• State Housing Development Fund – energy efficiency programmes 

• Operational Programme Quality of Environment, ESIF 2014-2020 

• Operational Programme Integrated Infrastructure, ESIF 2014-2020 

• Integrated Regional Operational Programme, ESIF 2014-2020 

• Slovseff III programme 

• Subsidies under the ME SR 

• Environment Fund 

• Subsidies through the Ministry of Transport and Construction of the Slovak Republic 

• Voluntary agreement 

• Future programmes involving the promotion of energy efficiency measures under the new Cohesion 
Policy 2021-2027 

• Modernisation Fund 
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is a high probability that there will still be energy-poor households. Therefore, operation solutions are 

being prepared in Slovakia that should contribute towards consumer protection, e.g. the new housing 

allowance legislation, that will contribute towards reducing the housing burden on low-income 

households, will reduce the risk of poverty (NECP Slovakia, 2019). 

3.24.2 Status and improvement of MRV  

In 2017, the national project ““Extension of energy efficiency monitoring system” focused on energy 

efficiency monitoring improvement was launched. Thanks to this project many existing functionalities 

were improved and also a lot of new ones were implemented. Thanks to an extension of the existing 

monitoring system, we were able to identify new energy savings, that have contributed to the 

fulfillment of energy efficiency targets. 

Actually, the main effort is focused on integration of all relevant national databases gathering the data 

necessary for evaluation of energy efficiency activities and targets. In this context, it is our goal to have 

systems that are as fully automated as possible, both in terms of data collection and its evaluation. 
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3.25 Slovenia  

3.25.1 Article 7 EED policies  

For the 2021-2030 period the obligations under Article 7 EED are defined in the Slovenian National 

Energy and Climate Plan (NECP). The new annual energy savings should be at least 0.8% of annual final 

energy consumption compared to the average over the last three years before 1 January 2019. The 

commitment is split between the EEOS and alternative measures, i.e. implementing the Eco Fund 

programmes and gradually increasing the CO2 tax and energy efficiency contribution in the price of 

energy. The estimated total savings for 2030 are 458.7 GWh (annual) and 25,230 GWh (cumulative for 

the period 2021-2030). According to the Energy Efficiency Act from 2020, the EEOS will be in the period 

2020 to 2030 regulated by a new decree. However, until the adoption of the new decree the old one 

is still in force. 
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Energy Poverty 

According to the NECP, Slovenia’s objective is to mitigate and reduce energy poverty through 

accelerated implementation of social policy measures, general housing policy measures (e.g. 100% 

subsidies in multi-apartment buildings), and existing targeted measures. 

Energy Efficiency Obligation Scheme and Alternative Measures (selection from ENSMOV Article 7 

platform) 

Energy Efficiency Obligation Scheme  

• EEO scheme for energy suppliers to achieve final energy savings among customers 

Alternative measures 

Energy efficiency, use of renewable energy for heat production in the public sector, service sector, and 
industry 

• Complete renovation of buildings 

• Installation of batteries for solar energy storage, heat pumps, and other devices for heat production 
from renewable energy sources 

• Installation of energy-efficient lighting systems in buildings 

• Energy-efficient household appliances 

• Installation of energy-efficient electric motors 

• Installation of frequency converters 

• Increasing the efficiency of compressed air preparation systems 

• Installation of devices for efficient cogeneration 

• Replacement of electric stoves with new wood biomass boilers / with new gas boilers 

• Installation of equipment for the implementation of operational monitoring and energy management 
at customers 

 
Energy efficiency measures in single- or multi-family residential buildings 

• Installation of batteries for solar energy storage 

• Installation of heat pumps 

• Modernization of joint heating systems in multi-apartment buildings with heating stations that include 
the installation of thermostatic valves and hydraulic balancing of the heating system 

• Installation of devices for efficient cogeneration 

• Replacement of electric stoves with new high-efficiency gas/biomass boilers 

• Installation of energy-efficient lighting systems 

• Energy-efficient household appliances 

• Installation of smart meters 
 
Energy efficiency in transport 

• Purchase of energy-efficient vehicles / tires 
 
The efficiency of district heating 

• Complete heating station renovation 

• Reduction of losses for heat distribution system 

• Connection of buildings to an efficient district heating system 
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Currently, the measures to mitigate energy poverty in Slovenia are based on three pillars, all 

implemented by the Eco Fund: 1) co-financing rate of 100% for energy renovation of multi-apartment 

buildings and replacement of old solid fuel burners for eligible citizens, 2) ZERO programme, where 

vulnerable groups are entitled for a visit and a ZERO package for implementation of organizational and 

low-cost energy efficiency measures, 3) support for the implementation of energy efficiency measures 

in single- or two-family residential houses for eligible citizens from the Cohesion Fund (ZERO500). 

The NECP sets out further activities for energy poverty alleviation. Their aim is to create a 

comprehensive scheme for the improvement of energy efficiency of low-income households, also by 

ensuring additional investment funds, long-term implementation and coordination of energy poverty 

related measures, and integration of energy poverty in a broader development and housing policy. 

Besides that, a supportive environment for mitigating energy poverty will be established. In this 

context the definition of energy poverty and how to measure it will be included. The targets for 

mitigating energy poverty will be set and regular monitoring of the achievement of these targets will 

be established. An action plan to tackle energy poverty will be developed. 

3.25.2 Status and improvement of MRV  

The implementation of the EEOS is supervised by the Slovenian Energy Agency (authority regulating 

the energy markets). The obligated parties have to report the achieved energy savings annually, by the 

end of March (based on a template). The Energy Agency will verify 2.5 to 5.0% of the measures. These 

controls are mainly focused on the documentation of the energy savings. This may be complemented 

by on-site inspections.  

The Eco Fund has its own MRV system, including obligatory on-site inspections of 2% of subsidised 

measures. In both cases the achieved energy savings are calculated according to methodological rules 

for determining energy savings. The rules were last updated in April 2021.  
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3.26 Spain 

3.26.1 Article 7 EED policies  

Spain’s cumulative end-use energy savings target to be achieved under Article 7 of the Energy 

Efficiency Directive amounts to 36,809 ktoe for the period 2021-2030, which is equivalent to new and 

additional energy savings of 669 ktoe per year. 

The NECP presents ten energy efficiency measures to meet Article 7 obligations. Thereof are four 

measures targeting the transport sector with almost 14 Mtoe of energy savings, followed by the 

industrial and residential sectors with 10.3 Mote and 6.7 Mtoe of savings. The services sector and 

agriculture and fisheries are those with the lowest contributions, with 4.7 Mtoe and 1.2 Mtoe, 

respectively (NECP 2020). 

Spain makes use of both, an energy efficiency obligation scheme (EEOS) and alternative measures. Up 

to now, the obligated parties under the EEOS (energy suppliers) have only one option to meet their 

obligation: they have to pay a contribution to the Energy Efficiency National Fund (EENF). This 

contribution is proportional to their previous energy sales and defined by decree every year7. The EENF 

provides funds to energy efficiency programmes managed by the Institute for the Diversification and 

Saving of Energy (IDAE). 

 

 

 

 

7 For more details, see for example the information for 2022: https://energia.gob.es/es-

es/Participacion/Paginas/DetalleParticipacionPublica.aspx?k=476 
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Energy Poverty 

The National Strategy against Energy Poverty was approved on 5 April 2019 by the Council of Ministers. 

The Strategy, in line with the approach and methodology of the EU Energy Poverty Observatory, is an 

instrument that will enable the phenomenon of energy poverty to be addressed with an integrated 

approach and a medium and long-term vision. Some of the measures included in the NECP, alternative 

measures of Article 7 EED, specifically target energy-poor households. 

3.26.2 Status and improvement of MRV  

The implementing text (Ley 18/2014) has defined detailed rules about the types and levels of 

infringements, sanctions/penalties and related procedures. They cover the possible situations of false 

declarations, frauds, non-compliance and non-achievements of the targets.  

The Institute for the Diversification and Saving of Energy (IDAE) is in charge of monitoring the Energy 

Efficiency National Fund (EENF) programmes, based on the reporting done by each project holder 

Energy Efficiency Obligation Scheme and Alternative Measures for 2021-2030 (ENSMOV Article 7 

platform and NECP 2020) 

Energy Efficiency Obligation Scheme  

• EEO scheme for energy suppliers which have to pay a contribution to the Energy Efficiency National 

Fund (EENF) 

Alternative measures 

• Low emission zones and modal shift measures 

• More efficient use of the means of transport 

• Renewal of the vehicle fleet 

• Promotion of electric vehicles 

• Improvements in the technology and management systems of industrial processes 

• Energy efficiency in existing buildings in the residential sector 

• Renewal of residential equipment 

• Energy efficiency in services sector buildings 

• Energy efficiency for cooling equipment and large air-conditioning systems in the services sector and 
public infrastructure 

• Energy efficiency in farms, irrigation communities and agricultural machinery 
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receiving funds from the EENF8. A dedicated Verification Unit has been set within IDAE to verify and 

control the programmes, through a combination of desk review and on-site inspections. The desk 

review verifies the documentation of all projects. Then on-site inspections are done for a 

representative sample.  

 

 

 

 

8 For more details about Spain’s EENF, see the presentation made at the CA EED: https://www.ca-

eed.eu/ia_document/energy-efficiency-fund-spain/  

https://www.ca-eed.eu/ia_document/energy-efficiency-fund-spain/
https://www.ca-eed.eu/ia_document/energy-efficiency-fund-spain/
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3.27 Sweden 

3.27.1 Article 7 EED policies  

As stated in the NECP, Member States must achieve cumulative end-use energy savings equivalent to 

annual savings of at least 0.8% of the annual final energy consumption in 2016-2018. As 2018 energy 

statistics have not been available in Sweden when the NECP was submitted, the target setting was 

based on the energy consumption in 2015-2017. Sweden’s average final energy consumption in this 

period was 371 TWh, leading to a (provisional) total energy savings obligation of 163 TWh for the 

period 2021-2030. 

The portfolio of Swedish energy efficiency policies is very broad and includes general economic 

policies, such as energy and carbon taxes and emissions trading, as well as more targeted 

administrative policies (e.g. energy labelling). As stated in the NECP the combination of economic 

policies and complementary and targeted information initiatives and investment assistance is 

considered to provide a sound basis for achieving energy efficiency cost-effectively. 

The option to start an EEOS has been considered several times in Sweden, as part of the legislative 

process to examine the different possible policy options. The last time was in 2021-2022 with a new 

Inquiry examining the possible relevance of a white certificates scheme for Sweden. The experts 

leading this Inquiry exchanged with the ENSMOV project as part of their review work9.  

The Inquiry on White certificates shall deliver its final report including a proposal and an impact 

assessment to the Energy Minister on 31 March 2023. The report will be part of the Swedish 

Government Official Reports. Before the Swedish Government takes up a position on the 

recommendations of an inquiry, its report is referred for consideration to the relevant bodies, e.g. 

stakeholders and government agencies. When the referral bodies have submitted their comments, the 

ministry responsible drafts the bill that will be submitted to the Riksdag. 

 

 

 

 

9 See the interview with Tea Alopaeus: https://ensmov.eu/analysing-white-certificates-in-sweden-

interview-with-tea-alopaeus/  

https://ensmov.eu/analysing-white-certificates-in-sweden-interview-with-tea-alopaeus/
https://ensmov.eu/analysing-white-certificates-in-sweden-interview-with-tea-alopaeus/
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Energy poverty 

Sweden does not treat energy poverty differently from poverty in general and so has no specific 

objectives for energy poverty. 

 

3.27.2 Status and improvement of MRV  

The energy savings calculation includes only savings that are credited as the result of the price 

difference arising from the situations where Swedish taxes are higher than EU minimum. 

Simplified calculation is done by multiplying the price difference with the energy consumption. Such 

savings have to be achieved via a new measure. This is not an issue since energy and carbon taxes in 

Sweden are much higher than the EU level for a long period of time. The only question that concerns 

the authorities is the date to be used for the beginning of calculations. 

So, to calculate the energy savings, they are using a MRV method where the “baseline” scenario with 

the lower taxes is compared with this scenario. 

The price difference due to taxation results in short- and long-term energy savings. So, when 

calculating energy savings, they are taking into consideration that savings might not be achieved within 

the first year of the project. Therefore, although a linear model is used (if the connection of long- and 

Alternative measures for 2021-2030 (ENSMOV Article 7 platform) 

• Sweden uses only energy- and CO2-taxes plus complementary policies which focus on managing 

information-related market failures to fulfil Article 7 requirements. 

Improvement of policy (re-)design and/or implementation – expert opinions 

Good Practices 

• Continuous update of data and statistics 

Most burning issues 

• Designing new policy instruments to meet the EED recast target of 1.5% annual savings 

Weaknesses in Article 7 policies 

• One weakness in the judgement of Swedish experts is that Member States might use “other measures” 
to do as little as possible. Article 7 has to be flexible but at the same time it has to reassure that 
measures are really implemented. 
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short-term price elasticity is not known), for some cases, the savings will not be visible yet and not for 

the ten plus years in the future. 

 

 

  

Improvement of MRV scheme – expert opinions 

Most burning issues 

• The application of a bottom-up method for calculation might lead to the problem of double counting. 
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3.28 United Kingdom 

3.28.1 Article 7 EED policies  

The UK has left the European Union on 31/01/2020. Therefore, the UK will not contribute to EU targets 

in the areas of energy and climate change any longer. However, a NECP has been submitted in order 

to uphold the commitments under the Withdrawal Agreement. The content of the NECP is accurate 

up to 31/01/2020. Policy announcements and publications after this date have not been incorporated 

and the NECP does not supersede these announcements. 

There is no target under Article 7 for 2030 provided in the NECP. The NECP mainly refers to the UK’s 

2050 climate change target of reducing emissions by at least 80% by 2050, compared to 1990. Several 

measures are necessary in order to reach this target, especially in the buildings and industry sector. In 

concrete, this means to improve energy management and to decarbonize the heating and cooling of 

buildings. In order to realize this, access to finance will be improved. The Energy Company Obligation 

(ECO) will also contribute by funding energy efficiency improvements. 

Northern Ireland contributes to the UK’s energy efficiency targets with the Northern Ireland 

Sustainable Energy Programme (NISEP) delivering up to 200 GWh per year of energy savings as 

required by Article 7 of the Energy Efficiency Directive.  

In Scotland, the Energy Efficient Scotland Routemap and Transition Programme contributes to energy 

efficiency improvement. It is an ambitious long-term programme, aiming to make Scotland’s building 

near zero carbon by 2040, by including social and economic issues.  

In Wales, the focus also lies on improving energy efficiency in buildings for vulnerable energy 

consumers and providing energy saving advice to the domestic energy users. For example the Warm 

Homes programme aims to improve up to 25,000 homes and leverages up to £24 million of EU funding.  
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Energy poverty 

Energy poverty – or fuel poverty as it is called in the UK – is a decentralized issue with all 4 UK nations 

having their own approach: 

England: The Fuel Poverty Regulations from 2014 aim at improving the energy performance of as many 

fuel poor homes in England as practicable. 

Wales: In Wales the Warm Homes programme aims to improve up to 25,000 homes and leverages up 

to £24 million of EU funding.  

Northern Ireland: In Northern Ireland the Affordable Warmth Scheme tackles energy poverty. This 

scheme identifies and assists low-income households most at risk of energy poverty and since 2014 

the energy efficiency of 14,000 low-income households has been improved. 

Scotland: In Scotland the Fuel Poverty Bill was introduced in 2018. The target is that in 2040 no more 

than 5% of Scottish households will be in fuel poverty. Alongside the bill also a Fuel Poverty Strategy 

has been published. 

In addition to these policies, there are two major UK-wide programmes aimed at tackling energy 

poverty: the Energy Company Obligation funding a retrofit in the homes of those in energy poverty 

and the Warm Homes Discount as an obligation placed upon energy suppliers to support households 

with fuel bills. 

Energy Efficiency Obligation Scheme and Alternative Measures (ENSMOV Article 7 platform) 

Energy Efficiency Obligation Scheme  

• Energy Company Obligation 4/BECO: Next phase of the Energy Company Obligation scheme runs from 
2022 to 2026. 

Alternative measures 

• Green Homes Grant scheme (2020-2021): A scheme offering grants to homeowners and private 
landlords, to support the costs of making home energy efficiency improvements. 

• Social Housing Decarbonisation Fund Demonstrator: A scheme for local governments to bid for funding 
to deliver innovative retrofit projects in the social housing sector. 

• Optimised Retrofit Programme (Wales): A social housing retrofit programme combining energy 
efficiency measures and intelligent controls. 

• Loan/Cashback Renewable Heat Scheme (Scotland): Loans and grants to encourage the installation of 
energy efficiency and renewable energy measures in the domestic sector. 

• Private Rented Sector Minimum Energy Efficiency Standard: Regulations which set a minimum energy 
efficiency standard for private rented homes. 
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Improvement of policy (re-)design and/or implementation – expert opinions 

Good Practices 

• The Energy Company Obligation exists since 2013 and has been successful in meeting it its broad 
targets. The scheme has just been expanded and extended until 2026. It is fully focussed on low-
income households and now requires a whole-house assessment and minimum improvement to every 
home treated. Outcomes are uncertain at this stage but it is more aligned with our broader targets. 

• The Northern Ireland Sustainable Energy Programme has operated for a number of years as an 
obligation scheme funded through a small levy on electricity bills. It supports both business energy 
efficiency and fuel poor households (with 80% of funding ring-fenced for this latter group). Projects 
are designed by ‘Primary Bidders’ and assessed by Energy Saving Trust as the programme administrator 
to determine their potential impact. Energy, Carbon and financial savings are calculated using the 
Energy Saving Trust NISEP tool at both the bidding stage and at scheme end stage. All actual outturn 
savings are calculated and used for reporting.  

• Separately, Invest NI, an arms-length government body, supports businesses of all sizes with energy 
and resource efficiency through advice, audits and financing. 

Key lessons learned 

• There are still tensions between funding fossil fuel heating for people who cannot afford it (replacing 
gas boilers) and net zero targets. For many homes, heat pumps are simply not practical. 

• There is also a strategic policy question about what level of spending is cost effective relative to the 
overall value of the home. 

• Energy-related policy in Northern Ireland has changed significantly in recent years with the publication 
of the Energy Strategy and Action Plan. These strategies set out long term ambitions for Northern 
Ireland’s approach to energy and decarbonisation and make commitments to expanding the support 
available to both households and businesses when it comes to energy efficiency improvements. 

Most burning issues 

• The priority area in terms of energy efficiency policy and its implementation at the moment is to focus 
the help on the least efficient homes occupied by low-income households. 

• Priority areas in Northern Ireland are related to implementing the Energy Strategy with work underway 
designing energy efficiency support schemes and the design of a one-stop-shop advice service due to 
be consulted on in December. 

Weaknesses in Article 7 policies 

• A general challenge at the moment in setting up schemes is the high inflation in relevant materials and 
shortages in the labour market. 

• Challenge in energy efficiency policies substantially impeding their implementation: NI: We are starting 
from further behind compared to the rest of the UK and the Republic of Ireland. We have significant 
skills and supply chain shortages which could impede large scale rollout of energy efficiency measures. 
Given that the majority of homes in Northern Ireland are off the gas grid (68%) there remains an open 
debate about the best course of action in terms of lowering bills and addressing climate change. 
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3.28.2 Status and improvement of MRV  

Obligated parties are required to notify the managing authority of measures completed on a monthly 

basis, using the ‘notification template’. The completed date is considered to be the date at which the 

measure starts to deliver the anticipated savings to the household. If an obligated party achieved 

savings in the previous phase of the scheme (ECO2) that were above the obligation, they are able 

to ‘carry over’ those actions into ECO3 provided that they meet certain criteria.  

Obligated parties can also transfer qualifying actions to other suppliers. Savings are 

calculated using deemed scores based on lifetime savings. The obligated parties 

notify the deemed scores for the completed actions and the managing authority attributes 

lifetime savings to each eligible measure. To ensure quality, there is technical monitoring carried out 

which verifies if the measure has been installed correctly, scoring is monitored to ensure the correct 

score has been used; and also auditing to ensure the obligated parties have followed the managing 

authority guidelines (ENSMOV knowledge transfer platform). 

 

 

Improvement of MRV scheme – expert opinions 

Good Practices 

• The greater focus on scheme evaluation, especially including experiences of households and the supply 
chain. 

• The NISEP tool is updated annually and calculates carbon savings. 
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4 | Synthesis 
An online survey has been launched in 2022 in order to complement the document analysis and to 

gather feedback and assessments from national experts with specific expertise in Article 7 policy 

implementation and MRV schemes. Additionally, personal expert interviews were carried out in some 

selected countries. This chapter presents these results, complemented by findings from the various 

ENSMOV workshops. 

4.1 Policy Implementation 

4.1.1 Successes and positive developments 

National experts have been asked, what the greatest successes and positive developments in their 

view their country achieved in the last 3 years regarding Art. 7 policy (re-)design and/or 

implementation. Six different answers could be chosen, multiple answers were possible. The 

implementation (or improvement) of an energy efficiency policy measure got the most votes, closely 

followed by involving more stakeholders or more intensively. Less votes were placed on using evidence 

in policy design and implementation, factoring in evaluation in policy design and implementation, and 

implementation of policy measures to alleviate energy poverty. Only one expert chose setting up an 

energy efficiency fund. 

 

Figure 3: Greatest successes and positive developments in the last 3 years in EU countries regarding EED Art. 7 policy (re-

)design and/or implementation 
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What are the greatest successes and positive developments in the last 3 years in your country regarding 
EED Art. 7 policy (re-)design and/or implementation?
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The experts also had the opportunity to name other positive developments. Three experts stated, that 

implementing an EEOS / a white certificate scheme was a success and huge development in the last 

years. Another expert reported about higher awareness of energy efficiency in industry and 

information campaigns. 

4.1.2 Good Practice Policies and Measures 

The experts have been asked in the survey what good practices in terms of Art. 7 policy (re-)design 

and/or implementation in their countries exist. The answers were quite different and can be roughly 

divided into the categories policy design, policy implementation, energy efficiency obligation scheme, 

buildings sector and industry sector. 

Policy Design  

To be good practice, policy design must set clear requirements, but preferably provide for a wide range 

of eligible energy saving measures and be supported by a reliable and qualitative methodology for 

evaluating energy savings. This is a rough description of the necessary policy cycle for Article 7 policy 

design. In the EPATEE project, the link between policy cycle and evaluation was explored in more detail 

(Broc, Oikonomou, Dragovic 2019). Evaluation, in this case of energy savings, is an important step in 

the policy cycle. One finding of the EPATEE project is that evaluations should not only be included at 

the end of the policy cycle. They are of great advantage at all stages, as they allow to react quickly to 

experience and to undertake redesign of policies very early. Figure 4 shows a simplified way to align 

the policy cycle with the evaluation process. 
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Figure 4: Simplified way to align the policy cycle with the evaluation process (Broc, Oikonomou, Dragovic 2019) 

Redesigning a policy can lead to better outcomes, like the redesign of the support schemes 

(“Förderstrategie”) in Germany. Such a redesign should be linked to a continuous updating of data and 

statistics and, if necessary, to a reassessment of deemed savings for EEOS, as has been done in Austria. 

In Greece one of the alternative measures for supporting energy renovations in households has been 

extensively revised in terms of subsidy rates based on information and data from previous programme 

implementation rounds. A more in-depth evaluation of the programme's implementation practices 

and procedures is about to start and will facilitate the programme's optimization in the future.  

A good policy approach should also include adequate public consultations with stakeholders before 

implementation, as is the case in Hungary. This leads to the issue of information – in Lithuania there 

are agreements with energy suppliers on consumer education and advice.  

Last but not least, an EED Article 7 policy should provide for appropriate incentives to increase energy 

efficiency, such as the Italian "incentivi statali". These include, among others, the "Ecobonus" and the 

"Superbonus", tax incentives for building renovation. The Ecobonus 65% can be used for all insulation 

work. The newer Superbonus 110% goes a little further and can be applied for thermal insulation, 

heating systems and/or solar collectors as well as for earthquake protection measures. A tax credit of 

110% of the eligible costs is granted for improving the energy efficiency of buildings. This tax credit can 

be offset against the tax liability in 5 equal instalments or sold to a financial institution.  

 

 

 

 

D4.2 Guidelines on how to integrate evaluation into the policy cycle  

 

 guidelines and tools for the integration of evaluation into the policy cycle; 

 good practices for transparency, legitimacy and credibility. 

 

 

Simplified joint representation of the policy cycle and evaluation process. 
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Policy Implementation  

As the national energy markets of Member States have different structures, the EED provides the 

possibility to fulfil Article 7 with an energy efficiency obligation system, with alternative measures or 

with a combination of both. Figure 5 shows an overview of the Member States’ choices for the 

obligation period 2021-2030.  

 

Figure 5: Choices of the Member States to answer Article 7 for the obligation period 2021-2030 (source: ENSMOV) 

EEOS and alternative measures are re-designed from time to time, new policies are introduced, 

national regulations and laws change, and targets become more ambitious – in short, policy 

implementation can be quite a complex process. Therefore, support schemes play an important role 

for a smooth implementation of the various measures. There are different types of support schemes 
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in all Member States in place and some of them work so well that they are described as good practice 

by national experts in the online survey. 

In some countries like Bulgaria, Hungary and Northern Ireland, governmental bodies provide direct 

support for project implementation. In Bulgaria, the Sustainable Energy Development Agency (SEDA) 

actively supports the obligated parties with information and advice, and also shares its energy audits 

database. In Hungary, the Energy and Public Utility Regulatory Authority (MEKH) provides technical 

support and residents and SMEs can receive free online or personal advice from experts of the Energy 

Advisory Network (Nemzeti Energetikusi Hálózat). The Northern Ireland Economic Development 

Agency Invest NI supports businesses of all sizes with energy and resource efficiency through advice, 

audits and financing.  

Energy Efficiency Obligation Scheme 

Energy efficiency obligation Schemes (EEOS) require obligated parties (usually energy supply 

companies or energy distributors) to achieve annual energy savings at a certain level. To achieve these 

savings, obligated parties must implement energy efficiency improvement measures, such as building 

retrofit measures. EEOS are implemented in several countries, but the design and structure of EEOS in 

terms of their scope, obligated parties, eligible actions, etc., varies according to national 

circumstances. In some countries White Certificate Schemes are implemented, which allow obligated 

parties to trade the certificates. At the end of 2019, there were 16 EEOS in Europe. 

According to the national experts answering the survey, the White Certificates Schemes in Poland, 

France and Italy can be considered as good practice since they have effectively reduced end-use energy 

consumption in the past. Experts from Greece see the Greek EEOS as an important and successful 

policy instrument due to the substantial contribution to the target achievement and the effective MRV 

scheme. The flexible EEO scheme in Hungary had a promising start in 2021, with details of the 

regulation still under development.  

The Northern Ireland Sustainable Energy Programme has operated for a number of years as an 

obligation scheme funded through a small levy on electricity bills. It supports both business energy 

efficiency and fuel poor households (with 80% of funding ring-fenced for this latter group). Projects 

are designed by ‘Primary Bidders’ and assessed by the Energy Saving Trust as the programme 

administrator to determine their potential impact. Energy, Carbon and financial savings are calculated 

using the Energy Saving Trust NISEP tool at both the bidding stage and at scheme end stage. All actual 

outturn savings are calculated and used for reporting. 
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The Energy Company Obligation in the UK has existed since 2013 and has been successful in meeting 

its broad targets. The scheme has just been expanded and extended until 2026. It is fully focused on 

low-income households and now requires a whole-house assessment and minimum improvement to 

every home treated. Outcomes are uncertain at this stage but it is more aligned with UK’s broader 

targets. 

Buildings sector  

The EED sets a strong focus on buildings, as 75% of the EU’s building stock has a poor energy 

performance which in turns increases energy poverty (European Commission 2021). Some of the good 

practices mentioned by the national experts in the survey are targeting the buildings sector.  

For example, the National Energy Efficiency Programme for Multifamily Residentials Buildings 

(NPEEMB) in Bulgaria, coordinated by the Bulgarian Ministry of Regional Development and Public 

Works, was listed. This programme aims to renovate multifamily residential buildings with energy 

efficiency measures. Up to 100% grant support for thermal insulation, heating improvements, 

electrical work, etc. is provided. One of the success factors of this programme is that it combines many 

and different institutions. As the grant support is up to 100%, many households took the advantage 

for renovation (Concerted Action 2019). 

In Croatia, grant-based measures for energy renovation of buildings are successful. A first phase 

running from 2014-2020 will be continued until 2030. Eligible measures include installing and 

replacement of insulation and of heating systems to environmentally-friendly energy sources and 

solutions. The programme for buildings not affected by earthquake involves grants of 60-80% of the 

investment. The funding comes from the national recovery and resilience plan (Balkan Green Energy 

News 2021). 

Industry sector  

The industry sector in Europe has already achieved significant energy efficiency improvements in the 

past. However, cost-effective energy savings potentials still exist (European Commission 2021). In the 

survey, some national experts stated good-practice examples from the industry sector. 

For example, in Hungary, it is mandatory for large companies to appoint an energy expert to implement 

energy efficiency measures and to promote energy-efficient behavioral patterns in the operation and 

decision-making. Additionally, large companies must perform an energy audit every four years. And as 

an incentive, there is a tax relief for energy efficiency measures in companies. 
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In Belgium a tax deduction scheme for energy saving investments in industry exists. On the regional 

level in Flanders and Wallonia it is implemented as a voluntary agreement with industry. A tax 

deduction reduces the amount of income of the company that is subject to tax. With investments into 

energy efficiency measures the companies can reduce the amount of income subject to tax by 13.5% 

of the investment costs compared to 3.5% for standard investments (Surmeli-Anac, Kühner, Sach, Gül 

2018). 

In the Netherlands, there is an energy efficiency obligation for enterprises. Under the Environmental 

Management Activities Decree (Activiteitenbesluit Milieubeheer) all enterprises with an annual energy 

consumption of 50,000 kWh or 25,000 m3 natural gas (equivalent) are obligated to implement all 

energy efficiency measures with a payback period of five years or less. Additionally, these enterprises 

all have a notification obligation to indicate which measures they have and haven’t implemented. In 

the coming years, this obligation will be intensified by stricter monitoring and enforcement, but also 

by extending the number of enterprises and measures that fall under this obligation. 

4.1.3 Challenges in terms of Article 7 policies and their 

implementation 

Several challenges have been identified by the national experts regarding the design and 

implementation of Article 7 policies: They range from the decision of implementing EEOS and/or 

alternative measures, how to enforce the policies, how to reach the higher new targets, how to finance 

the measures, how to empower all stakeholders to make the right decisions, and how to design the 

policies in detail. 

While some Member States clearly focus on EEOS or on alternative measures, some other Member 

States struggle about which system would be most favourable for their country. As one expert puts it 

EEOS favour quick solutions and short-term investments in energy efficiency, and alternative measures 

face a lack of public funding and a need for new implementing mechanisms. It therefore depends on 

the national framework conditions, such as the energy market design, existing energy efficiency policy 

mix and the sectors to be addressed, whether an EEOS, alternative measures or a combination of both 

are more suitable and what the concrete design should look like in a country. 

Also, the enforcement of policy measures – either EEOS or alternative measures – is still a challenge 

for many Member States. In some countries a functioning penalty system for non-compliance is 

missing, in others obligated parties have too much influence on politics.  
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A future challenge for Member States will be the higher obligation to save energy due to the recast of 

the EED combined with energy insecurity. Many experts see the need to develop and implement new 

policies or redesign existing instruments to achieve a higher energy savings target and adequately 

address rising energy prices.  

How to finance the measures is an important challenge many of the experts reflect. This challenge 

exists for obligation schemes as well as for alternative measures. For example, an Italian expert argues, 

that the White Certificate scheme is currently in a critical phase due to the lack of liquidity in the market 

of certificates. Hungarian experts see the problem, that the EU Multiannual Financial Framework and 

the national obligation period start at the same time, so that EU funds will not be available for 

measures in the initial period. 

In some Member States the empowerment of stakeholders to actively engage in the schemes does not 

seem to be adequate. Especially the Hungarian experts argue, that partly due to the quick introduction 

of the obligation scheme, sufficient staff on all levels is missing. Additionally, they claim that the 

regulator was not adequately prepared. Next to this, many Member States are facing a lack of technical 

personnel such as installation contractors and energy advisors to implement energy saving measures. 

Last but not least there are challenges in how to design the policy measures in detail as the concrete 

policy design may have a significant influence on the outcome. One of the issues is to reduce 

bureaucracy and minimise transaction costs in order to keep the entry threshold for beneficiaries low. 

In some countries there are attempts to increase the level of ESCO engagement in the implementation 

of measures, e.g. by increasing their market compatibility. And one German expert said that there are 

currently discussions on how to integrate social indicators in policy evaluation and support behavioural 

measures. 

4.1.4 Energy poverty measures 

In 2009 the European Commission estimated the number of European citizens being unable to afford 

proper thermal comfort indoors between 50 and 135 million (Sunderland, Thomas 2022). Due to 

COVID and rising energy prices this number might be even higher. Being aware of this, the European 

Commission is increasingly targeting energy poverty especially with energy efficiency-related policies. 

The EED therefore is one of the key legislations for alleviating energy poverty.  

The recast of the EED requires, that a share of the energy savings shall be achieved among people 

affected by energy poverty, vulnerable customers and, where applicable, people living in social 

housing. This share of energy savings shall be at least equal to the proportion of households in energy 
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poverty as assessed in the NECP. Most NECPs do not provide the necessary figures for that. Therefore, 

the average of the following three indicators as identified in the EED has to be used: 1) inability to keep 

home adequately warm, 2) arrears on utility bills, 3) share of expenditure on energy in households’ 

total consumption. With this requirement, the Member States would have to calculate their national 

‘ringfence’ of energy savings and to target these energy savings to a target group of households. The 

current range of ringfences in EEOS vary broadly between the Member States: from 2.6% for Sweden, 

5% for Ireland, 22.9% for Bulgaria, or 25% for France (Sunderland, Thomas 2022; IEECP 2022). The EEO 

in the UK is a special case, as it was agreed to reach energy savings 100% in energy poor households. 

Many Member States use in their EEOS ‘uplifts’ to the value of energy savings, when they are achieved 

in energy poor households. This should increase the incentive, as measures in energy poor households 

are usually more expensive. Such uplifts range from 1.1 to 1.4 in Croatia and Greece and from 1.5 to 2 

in Austria, Cyprus and France (Sunderland, Thomas 2022; IEEPC 2022). 

It can be concluded, that ringfence guarantees delivery amongst energy poor households, while uplift 

factors often do not. For example, in Austria only 0.66% of savings have been achieved in the targeted 

energy poor group (Sunderland, Thomas 2022; IEEPC 2022). 

The national experts have been asked in the survey how big the challenge for achieving this proportion 

of energy savings among the energy poor is in their country. For a majority of experts this target would 

not be easy to achieve. However, the answers are personal assessments that also vary among experts 

from the same countries. Therefore, no clear tendencies can be identified for the different countries. 
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Figure 6: Challenge to reduce energy poverty 

Though the challenge might be high, some promising examples exist. These include alternative 

measures such as grants for buildings renovation that differentiate support by income level (example 

of Belgium), 0% interest loans through social credit institutions and free energy assessment, advice 

and information. Another example are electrical appliance replacement schemes in Cyprus, and the 

“Stromspar-Check” in Germany, offering long-term training to unemployed people to advise low-

income households to lower their energy costs. At the ENSMOV event, where members of the 

European Commission, European Parliament and National Ministries discussed energy poverty, it was 

highlighted that partnerships are key to reaching households and implementing schemes, just as 

effective support often combines different measures working together, just as combining national or 

local funding with utility support for higher cost measures can work (IEECP 2022). 

4.1.5 Key lessons learned in terms of Art. 7 policy (re-)design 

and/or implementation 

The survey has asked for key lessons learned on national level regarding Art. 7 policies (re-)design and 

implementation. The answers provided by national experts can be clustered into the categories 

enforcement of Art. 7 policies, policy administration, incentives for energy efficiency projects, eligible 

energy efficiency actions, financing of projects and EEOS vs. alternative measures. 
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Enforcement of Art. 7 policies 

In particular, experts from Eastern European Member States call for stronger policy enforcement and 

political will (Bulgaria), as well as for more professional and timelier implementation of policy 

measures (Hungary). In addition, an Italian expert complained about the unreliability of legislation. A 

Hungarian expert argues that in order to achieve the energy savings target, it is necessary to start 

implementing support programmes at an early stage. A Belgian expert goes in the same direction and 

points out that continuous improvements of policy design are needed to achieve the savings. An expert 

from Germany argues that accompanying national legislation can be beneficial to better ensure the 

implementation of Article 7 EED. 

Policy administration 

For a successful implementation of energy efficiency projects, in EEOS the administrative burden for 

the obligated parties should be minimal. Moreover, low administrative costs are beneficial for the 

public budget and increase the cost-efficiency of policy measures. A Hungarian expert argues that it is 

difficult to implement policy measures in such a way that all administrative requirements of the EED 

are met. 

Financial incentives for energy efficiency projects 

Appropriate incentives for energy efficiency projects are essential. In Germany, experience has shown 

that easier access of funding through one-stop shops and capacity building among energy advisors and 

auditors are promising. In France, the price of white certificates on the market has a major impact on 

incentives for investors and needs to be stabilised in order to sustain the obligation scheme and 

contribute to French energy efficiency targets.  

Experience from Hungary also shows that prices in general are of great importance, as capped and 

artificially low energy prices have not motivated consumers to implement more comprehensive energy 

saving measures.  

The White Certificate mechanism in Italy has been successful in creating and promoting synergies 

between stakeholders (obligated parties, ESCOs, traders, end-users), creating value and opportunities 

for all. Moreover, the White Certificate system in Italy is mainly based on measured (rather than 

estimated) savings, which means that these savings are achieved also in reality. 
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Eligible energy efficiency actions 

The type of eligible energy efficiency actions has a major impact on the final outcome, i.e. on the 

effectiveness of a policy measure. In Croatia, for example, obligated parties often rely on soft measures 

with short-term impacts. The impact of such measures on cumulative energy savings is at least 

questionable. An Austrian expert calls for the eligibility of projects with realistic energy savings. A 

German expert notes as one of the key findings that the logic of the EED strongly favours early action. 

For this reason, Germany tries to comply with Article 7 as soon as possible with mostly long-term 

measures in order to use the effect of cumulation as much as possible. In the UK, there is still a tension 

between funding fossil fuel heating (replacing gas boilers) for people who cannot afford it and net zero 

targets. For many households, heat pumps are simply not technically feasible. There is also the 

strategic question of what expenditure is cost-effective in relation to the overall value of the house. 

Financing of projects 

An important finding from Romania is the need for SMEs to finance energy efficiency measures. By 

providing appropriate financial instruments for SMEs, investments in energy efficiency could be 

stimulated, leading to additional energy savings.  

EEOS vs. alternative measures 

There have been different experiences with EEOS and alternative measures in the Member States. 

While a Polish expert says that alternative measures can bring a lot of savings and a Bulgarian expert 

stresses the importance of implementing alternative measures, a Danish expert argues that switching 

from an EEOS to a basket of alternative measures was a mistake. A Hungarian expert agrees that 

alternative measures did not bring enough savings and therefore an EEOS was introduced in Hungary. 

An Irish expert argues that an EEOS with clear targets is key in a number of sectors. Whether an EEOS, 

alternative measures or a combination of both are more effective and what the concrete design should 

look like in a country cannot be answered in general terms. This decision crucially depends on the 

national framework conditions, such as the energy market design, the existing energy efficiency policy 

mix and the sectors or target groups to be addressed.  
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4.2 Monitoring, Reporting & Verification 

Achieving real energy savings will be crucial to achieving the EU's energy savings target and climate 

goal for 2030. Member States have to report energy savings from their Article 7 policy measures to the 

European Commission. In doing so, they must take into account reporting requirements set out in the 

EED, including with regard to the additionality and materiality of reported savings.10 Member States 

should therefore have a Monitoring, Reporting & Verification (MRV) scheme in place that meets the 

requirements of the EED. Properly designed MRV schemes will also lead to more accurate and 

consistent energy savings calculations across EU Member States. To develop, implement and 

continuously re-design their energy savings policies (EEOS and alternative measures), Member States 

also need accurate information on energy savings, costs, etc. This can ensure the effectiveness and 

cost-efficiency of Member States' energy savings policies. 

4.2.1 Successes and positive developments 

The online survey also asked the national experts about their experiences with MRV. The first question 

referred to the greatest successes and positive developments in recent years with regard to MRV 

schemes in their countries. Three different answers could be chosen, multiple answers were possible. 

The development and application of effective IT tools or platforms for MRV accounted for the most 

votes, followed by addressing requirements of Art. 7 related to additionality, materiality and eligibility. 

More accurate approaches on how to calculate and report energy savings by energy taxation and CO2 

pricing received slightly fewer votes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

10 The European Commission guidance note on MRV for Member States including rules on the 

materiality and additionality of energy savings is available at: 

https://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/documents/c_2019_6621_-

_act_com_recom_energy_savings.pdf 
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Figure 7: Greatest successes and positive developments in terms of MRV schemes to address EED Art. 7 requirements 

The experts also had the possibility to name other positive developments in terms of MRV in their 

countries. Such answers included the development of more methodologies for energy savings 

evaluation or modified methodologies that are more consistent with real energy savings. 

An expert from Poland quoted the implementation of the CROEF (a database for final energy savings 

of alternative measures) and the implementation of new rules like a new mechanism for obligated 

parties to be more active in the system. 

From the Netherlands it was reported that the expansion of the monitoring system to other policy 

measures in more sectors and the improved consistency of monitoring data across multiple policy 

measures can be seen as a success. 

Other experts stated, that MRV has become more common and that an increasing understanding of 

Article 7 could be reached. 

4.2.2 Good practices and improvements of MRV schemes 

Most of the good practices regarding the improvement of MRV schemes deal with information 

technology (IT) for the collection, monitoring, reporting and evaluation of energy savings of individual 

projects and of overall results of policies. IT-based solutions for MRV such as platforms, tools or web 

applications are particularly useful when there is a high number of reporting parties involved. The IT-

based automation of monitoring has the potential to significantly reduce the transaction and 

administrative costs of MRV, to simplify MRV related tasks considerably for the actors involved and to 

enable ad-hoc evaluations to be carried out more quickly. The application of IT-based solutions is 

already a success factor in many EU countries. 
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In Croatia the SMiV (System for Monitoring and Verification of Energy Savings) IT platform is in force 

since 2015 and frequently updated during the last years. All steps for an effective MRV are provided 

through the platform. 

The Hungarian Energy and Public Utility Regulatory Authority (MEKH) deploys an online interface by 

adopting the Croatian Energy Management Information System (EMIS) to track the energy 

consumption of public institutions. MEKH launched the introduction of the EMIS system at five 

Regional Educational Centres and at a district municipality in the capital for testing purposes. MEKH is 

holding trainings and sharing user manual to help them learn using the app.  

In Italy an energy distributors portal exists. Based on this consumption monitoring with electronic and 

remote-readable energy metadata is possible. Moreover, projects implemented under the White 

Certificate Scheme are collected via a platform, which has been updated due to changes in the 

regulatory framework. 

In Austria, there is an e-Government platform for the Energy Efficiency Act, which allows reporting of 

Article 7 energy saving actions and includes guidance on how obligated parties can verify the 

implementation of an action. 

In Lithuania, the development of effective IT tools or platforms for MRV has started. 

In Poland, there is a new platform for aggregating final energy savings of alternative measures. 

In Ireland the Energy Credit Management System (ECMS) manages the MRV process from uploading 

data to credit validation. 

4.2.3 Challenges in terms of MRV schemes and their 

implementation 

According to the national experts there are various challenges related to MRV, including the question 

of additionality, introducing IT tools, updating the MRV system to comply with the new requirements, 

generating know-how among all stakeholders, running the MRV system smoothly and reducing the 

complexity. 

The most important thing would be to have a smoothly functioning MRV system in all Member States. 

According to some of the experts this needs clear procedures, sufficient capacities, and proper 

guidelines. Additionally, all stakeholders need sufficient know-how in order to manage all MRV-related 

components, i.e., verify that actions were implemented or that the savings calculation was done in 
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accordance with the EED. In some Member States uncertainties with audits, verification of energy 

savings and catalogues of standard measures still exist. 

Another challenge for many Member States is to keep the MRV system up to date. In Germany, for 

example, new measures introduced to meet the new EED requirements need to be included in the 

MRV system. An expert from Greece adds that the existing MRV system (for alternative measures) 

need to be either updated or even completely replaced. 

Some Member States list the upgrading of existing or the introduction of new IT tools as a challenge. 

Answers from the experts include the upgrade of the web application, the introduction of IT tools in 

the white certificate scheme or the introduction of a completely IT-based MRV system. The latter was 

suggested by a German expert, as the current usage of an Excel tool is quite complex. A Polish expert 

also argues that it is a long process for applicants if IT tools cannot be used. 

Implementing the additionality requirement of the EED is a challenge many Member States are facing. 

For example, a Danish expert calls for independent studies on the additionality of energy savings, and 

a Swedish expert argues that using a bottom-up method to calculate energy savings could lead to 

double counting. 

4.2.4 Key lessons learned in terms of the improvement of MRV 

schemes 

The key lessons learned in terms of the improvement of MRV schemes are quite diverse. They can be 

roughly clustered into the following categories: 

MRV in general and preparation of the MRV scheme 

The national experts agree that a well-functioning MRV scheme is generally important. Many of the 

experts emphasize the necessity of an in-depth preparation of MRV schemes, as it takes time to be 

implemented and needs a lot of expertise. A French expert argues, that not having a robust MRV 

scheme in a white certificate scheme can lead to a lack of anticipation of the market evolution and 

costs. Another expert from Hungary proposes to involve future users in a testing phase of a MRV 

scheme and to take into account their user feedback in the further development, as this can improve 

its quality. A Romanian expert states that IT tools supporting the MRV schemes are very important. 

Accuracy of energy savings 

Policy makers need reliable data on energy savings achieved and other parameters to redesign existing 

policies or to develop new instruments. As calculating energy efficiency impacts is far from easy, a 
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structured approach and a solid database is needed. The methods used to calculate energy savings 

should be designed to match actual energy savings. The EED allows a range of methods to calculate 

energy savings, but only the metered savings approach uses ex-post data. The vast majority of reported 

energy savings are calculated using ex-ante estimates of the policy impacts (Thomas, Santini 2021). 

Need to keep it simple 

Next to a professional preparation of the scheme, it is important to have a user-friendly MRV scheme 

not discouraging the users. The experience in Germany shows, that incorporating more and more 

indicators led to high complexity of the templates and increased the time needed for plausibility checks 

and the time for filling in the data. Therefore, an attempt is now being made to focus on the required 

indicators and to achieve a high level of automatization.  

Keeping the system updated 

The results of MRV have great influence on policy design and re-design and therefore also for the 

success of the implemented policy. This incorporates the need to keep the MRV system up-to-date or 

as a Croatian expert puts it – continuity is a key. The web applications of the scheme need to be 

constantly updated, but also the administrational procedures require a constant optimization. The 

experience from Greece shows that recent events (COVID and the subsequent introduction of the 

national recovery and resilience plans, the energy crisis) have made even more evident the urgent 

need to digitize and upgrade the processes for monitoring the implementation of policy measures, 

including EED Article 7 policies. Due to the lack of establishment of such processes, the necessary re-

design of policy measures is often delayed or not undertaken in the right way. 

Linking different databases 

In many Member States a number of different national databases exist. Often, most of the necessary 

data for MRV is theoretically available, however, in many cases the existing databases are not or 

cannot easily be linked with each other. Therefore, an expert from the Netherlands stresses the ability 

to link data with other registers (like with the Chamber of Commerce). A Belgium expert agrees with 

the importance, but states that such a linkage is quite difficult. 

Compatibility with the EED  

The lack of proper MRV systems makes it very difficult to report savings in line with EED requirements. 

Or, to put it the other way round, the reporting requirements of the EED have led to meaningful 

advances in the Member States’ MRV systems (Thomas, Santini 2021). The 2017 NECPs of the Member 
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States contain much more information and of better quality regarding MRV than the 2014 ones. 

However, there is still room for significant improvements (Thomas, Santini 2021). 

4.3 Challenges in the context of a revised Energy 

Efficiency Directive 

The European Commission’s proposal for a recast of the Energy Efficiency Directive also concerns the 

energy savings obligation formerly specified in Article 7, in the recast proposal now laid down in Article 

8. Specifically, the proposal of the European Commission would require all EU Member States 

(including Cyprus and Malta) to 

• increase the annual energy savings rate to be achieved from 0.8% to 1.5% from 2024 onwards 

• to achieve a share of the energy savings among people affected by energy poverty, vulnerable 

customers or people living in social housing 

• exclude energy savings from direct fossil fuel combustion 

• carry over outstanding energy savings in the following period if targets are not met 

The positions of the EU parliament and the EU parliament in regard to the concrete design of the 

energy savings obligation partly differ from the Commission’s proposal. However, all three proposals 

have in common that the annual energy savings rate to be achieved is significantly increased and that 

Member States would have to fulfil the above-mentioned additional requirements (the concrete 

specifications differ from proposal to proposal). The increased ambition will support to achieve the 

EU’s 55% net GHG emissions reduction target in 2030, improve energy security and reduce energy bills 

of households and industry. In the future, Member States will therefore have to adjust their energy 

efficiency policies in terms of ambition and/or introduce new policy measures to achieve the 

requirements of the revised energy savings obligation.  

In the ENSMOV online survey, national experts were asked how challenging the requirements of the 

revised EED will be for the EU countries (see Figure 8). The proposed increase of the energy savings 

obligation rate is seen by almost two-thirds of the experts participating in the online survey as a high, 

by 30% as a medium and only by 8% as a low challenge. Several experts emphasized in the survey that 

achieving the energy savings target will be more challenging, especially due to the current situation – 

war in Ukraine, energy shortages, and increased energy prices. A little less challenging is the 

requirement for Member States to achieve a proportion of their energy savings among people affected 

by energy poverty, vulnerable customers or people living in social housing according to the expert 
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survey. The proposed requirement to not count energy savings from direct combustion of fossil fuel 

technologies and to carry over outstanding energy savings in the case if targets are not met are 

according to the experts asked in the survey less challenging. 

 

 

Figure 8: Challenges for EU countries to meet the requirements of the proposal of a revised EED 

 

Due to the higher ambition of the revised EED, it can be assumed that the need for support with regard 

to policy-making and set-up of MRV schemes by the Member states will increase. The experts asked in 

the survey indicated that tools like platforms, handbooks, databases including best practices would in 

particular be useful. However, also workshops to facilitate knowledge and experience sharing on the 

design and implementation of EEOS and/or alternative measures as well as on MRV across Member 

States, capacity building on specific topics on national level and support material / guidelines on 

specific topics related to MRV and policy implementation are of interest to experts. 
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Figure 9: Useful support for the implementation of EEOS, alternative measure(s) or set-up of MRV schemes 
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